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Thesis Abstract:
Nitric oxide (NO), a free radical released by macrophages (a subset of white blood cells)
as a response to infection, is noxious to organisms due to its ability to disable crucial
biomolecules such as lipids, proteins and DNA. Although normally effective at eradicating
invading bacteria, several pathogens have developed mechanisms to detoxify NO and its toxic
by-products, reactive nitrogen species (RNS). While some of these detoxification processes have
been characterized, very little is known about the metabolic changes that enable microbes to
survive this deleterious environment.
Investigations into the effects of RNS on microbial physiology have shown that these
harmful radicals inactivate the citric acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation, the series of
reactions responsible for making energy aerobically. The central aim of this thesis was to
determine how the organism counteracts the detrimental effects of RNS, while bypassing the
ineffective central metabolic pathways. The findings presented herein show that P. fluorescens
engineers an elaborate metabolic network to generate ATP whilst withstanding the injurious
effects of nitrosative stress. Crucial to this adaptation is the ability to produce energy via
substrate level phosphorylation, a necessity that arises out of the cells’ inability to produce a
substantial amount of ATP using the electron transport chain (ETC).
The up-regulation of the enzymes citrate lyase (CL), phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase
(PEPC) and pyruvate, phosphate dikinase (PPDK) helps the organism accomplish this feat. Blue
native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE), high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) as well as co-immunoprecipitation (CO-IP) studies were applied to demonstrate that
these proteins form a metabolon, a transient complex of enzymes that ensures citrate is converted
into its desired end products, pyruvate and ATP. In order to gauge the individual contributions
iii

of phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent kinases, a novel in-gel activity assay was developed to probe
these enzymes under disparate conditions.
These results suggest that the organism switches from an ATP-dependent metabolism to
one based on the utilization of pyrophosphate (PPi). The rationale for this appears to be energy
efficiency, as pyrophosphate-dependent glycolysis can theoretically produce five ATP rather
than the two yielded by Embden-Meyerhof glycolysis. Additionally, the up-regulation in activity
of the enzymes adenylate kinase, nucleoside diphosphate kinase and acetate kinase seem to
ensure that ATP generated by PPDK is properly shuttled and stored when aerobic metabolism is
defective. The lower activity of inorganic pyrophosphatase likely ensures an adequate supply of
pyrophosphate for the activity of PPDK.
Taken together, this research reveals the critical role metabolism plays in the survival of
microbes under the onslaught of NO and RNS. As several of these enzymes are absent in
mammalian systems, they present themselves as novel targets for the development of new
antibacterial agents. A comprehensive awareness of bacterial defense systems in response to NO
may lay the groundwork to developing more effective treatments to impede microbial infections.

Keywords: Metabolism, Bacteria, Nitric oxide, Reactive Nitrogen Species, Metabolon,
Phosphotransfer, Electrophoresis
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 – The state of antibiotic research and development
The discovery, characterization and implementation of antibiotics in Western medicine
are arguably some of our greatest scientific achievements. Indeed, Alexander Fleming’s finding
that penicillin isolated from the mold Penicillium notatum could effectively eliminate some of
our greatest scourges set in course a medical revolution (1). Between 1935 and 1962, the
accelerated nature of antibiotic research helped uncover all of the major drug classes we know
today (2). This era of discovery was followed by a period of approximately 40 years, referred to
as the innovation gap, where no new antimicrobials were introduced to the market. While
oxazolidinones, acid lipopeptides and pleuromutilins were first patented during this innovation
gap, their application to combat microbial pathogens did not transpire until the new millennium
(3) (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 – Timeline of antibiotic implementation. Most antimicrobial classes were brought
to market by the mid 20th century. The subsequent innovation gap is characterized by a lack of
novel antibiotics. Adapted from (2, 3).
1

The lack of antibiotic research during the innovation gap could be attributed to a
collective arrogance, the perception that our drug repertoire would forever be sufficient to treat
the array of microbial infections in the community. The prevailing view was that we had won the
war on infectious diseases, and as such, antibiotic research departments were dismantled and
funding to this field was limited. Although antibiotic-resistant microbes had been reported as
early as the 1950s, our understanding of the mechanisms underlying this resistance and how it
proliferates would not suffice to predict the emergence of multi- and pandrug-resistant pathogens
that threaten us today (4). Chief among these are the ESKAPE pathogens (Enterococcus faecium,
Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumanii, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, and enterobacteriaceae), so named for their ability to escape the effects of even our
most potent antibiotics (5).
Selective pressure, imposed by the application and often superfluous use of antibiotics,
has brought about the evolution of a number of mechanisms to resist our drug repertoire. These
include such stratagems as drug efflux, enzymatic cleavage/inactivation of the antibiotic, as well
as genetic or post-translational modification of the drug target to resist the effects of the
antibiotic administered (6). Once elaborated, genes encoding for drug resistance can be passed
on to other organisms, normally in the form of large mobile genetic cassettes and by the process
of horizontal gene transfer. While a comprehensive review of the mechanisms by which
microbes resist antibiotic treatment would be outside the scope of this work, it is important to
note that we have yet to create a drug to which resistance has not eventually developed (7). This
underscores the fatal flaw behind the use of antibiotics. Our current armory of antimicrobials
targets crucial biomolecules, such as the cell wall and components involved in transcription and
protein synthesis (Figure 1.2). The indiscriminate killing of microorganisms generates enough
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selective pressure to assure that antibiotic resistance will always be present in the environment.
As such, the continuous development of antimicrobial treatments should be a priority moving
forward.

Figure 1.2 – Targets of commercially-available antibiotics. Antimicrobial treatments target
necessary cellular functions like cell wall synthesis, transcription and translation. Adapted from
(7).

Unfortunately, the current climate is not conducive to antibiotic development. The
problem is multifactorial, ranging from unfavorable economics to a lack of experienced
researchers, and has been reviewed extensively (2,8-10). Briefly, the short-term nature of
antibiotic treatment, combined with the tendency to reserve novel drugs for serious bacterial
infections has driven pharmaceutical companies away from research in this field. While multiple
economic stimuli have been proposed to bolster antibiotic research, the number of drugs in the
development pipeline begets a degree of pessimism. There is currently a dire shortage of
3

effective drugs targeting pathogenic gram-negative microorganisms, such as P. aeruginosa,
Acinetobacter baumannii, Klebsiella spp. and Enterobacter spp (5). Additionally, most
antibacterial agents in the development pipeline are simply variations of older scaffolds for
which resistance may already be rampant (11). However, as grim as this predicament seems,
there are reasons to be optimistic for the future of antimicrobial discovery.
The resurgence in antibiotic research, a product of our current plight, has identified a
number of alternative approaches to combat drug-resistant pathogens. For instance, quorum
quenching, the act of interfering with bacterial lines of communication, shows promise as a
means of subduing virulence without killing the microbe and thus, should impose less pressure to
develop resistance (12,13). The inhibition of bacterial defense systems that are utilized to
counteract the immune response represents another innovative means of slowing pathogenesis,
while allowing our innate defenses to clear the infection (14).
In summary, the era of antibiotics is quickly coming to a close. The overexploitation of
this technology, in addition to a lagging research and development industry, has physicians
dreading the further emergence of multi- and pandrug-resistant superbugs on which
contemporary treatments will prove inadequate. As such, there is a dire need for new and
improved antimicrobial therapies, thus underscoring the importance of research on bacterial
physiology and metabolism.

1.2 – The disparate roles of the gaseous messenger, nitric oxide (NO)
When it was first uncovered that NO was generated in vivo, the concept that this free
radical could be involved in signalling functions was foreign to the scientific community. Unlike
neurotransmitters and hormones, NO is a gas and as such, cannot be stored in vesicles or directed
4

to specific compartments via receptors (15). Indeed, the lipophilic nature of this molecule,
combined with its high reactivity, demands that the biosynthetic enzymes responsible for its
formation be exquisitely and dynamically regulated, lest there be dire physiological
consequences. Nitric oxide synthases (NOS) are a family of enzymes involved in the production
of NO from arginine, as depicted (16) (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 – Nitric oxide synthase. This family of enzymes is responsible for the generation of
the signalling moiety nitric oxide (NO) in biological systems. Adapted from (16).

While the reduction of inorganic nitrate also forms NO, the bulk of this compound is
produced by three NOS isoforms, namely endothelial NOS (eNOS), neuronal NOS (nNOS) and
inducible NOS (iNOS). Tight regulatory control over NO production is achieved using the Ca2+sensing intermediate calmodulin. The latter, along with the cofactors flavin adenine dinucleotide
(FAD), flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and tetrahydrobiopterin, allows for the proper functioning
of NOS in response to a rise in intracellular Ca2+ levels (17).

5

1.2.1 – eNOS, NO and vasodilation
NO, also known as the endothelium-derived relaxation factor (EDRF), plays a key role in
signalling the smooth muscles surrounding blood vessels to relax, thus leading to increased blood
flow.

Found primarily in endothelial cells, eNOS contributes to such crucial functions as

vasodilation, leukocyte adhesion and angiogenesis (18). Briefly, an extracellular signal leading to
the increase in the secondary messenger inositol triphosphate causes the opening of Ca2+
channels in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The spike in Ca2+ concentrations activates eNOS
and the formation of NO. The most prominent means by which NO exerts its signaling effects is
via its binding to a heme group on soluble guanylyl cyclase which subsequently leads to its
activation. The increase in cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) activates protein kinase G
(PKG). The latter is responsible for the phosphorylation of myosin light chain phosphatase, thus
activating this enzyme and dephosphorylating myosin light chains, which manifests itself as
smooth muscle relaxation (19) (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4 – eNOS and vasolidation. Autocrine signaling via NO allows endothelial cells to
stimulate the relaxation of smooth muscle cells. IP3: inositol triphosphate; GTP: guanosine
triphosphate
6

1.2.2 – nNOS and neurotransmission
Immunohistochemistry assays on nNOS have uncovered this enzyme in a number of
tissues, including the brain, spinal cord, sympathetic ganglia, adrenal glands and kidneys (20).
This isoform has been implicated in such physiological functions as learning, memory and the
generation of neurons. NO formed in brain tissues appears to act on N-methyl-D-asparate
receptors (NMDAR), whose stimulation is responsible for long-term potentiation, one of the
major cellular mechanisms underlying learning and memory (21). The activation of NMDAR
leads to the opening of a non-specific cation channel allowing the passage of Ca2+ which
promotes nNOS activity. NO, a retrograde neurotransmitter, exerts its effects through soluble
guanylyl cyclase as well as by S-nitrosylation of cysteine residues on a number of proteins,
including glutamate receptors, alpha-tubulin, sodium pumps and metabolic enzymes such as
glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (22). While the exact biological mechanisms have
yet to be elucidated, abnormal NO signaling in neuronal tissues likely contributes to a variety of
neurological disorders, such as multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. Other
physiological functions of nNOS, such as the regulation of cardiac function and sexual arousal,
further confound our understanding of this isoform (18).

1.2.3 – iNOS, a cornerstone of the innate immune system
While eNOS and nNOS are constitutively expressed, the gene for iNOS is only
transcribed in response to specific agents. The latter include bacterial lipopolysaccharide, as well
as cytokines such as interferon gamma and tumor necrosis factor, among others. While this
enzyme can be found in any tissue, given the proper stimuli, its primary site of action is in
7

macrophages, a subset of white blood cells (18). This is also the only NOS isoform that operates
independent of Ca2+. As such, turnover is assured via strong inhibitory signals, such as those
stemming from transforming growth factor beta, which represses iNOS expression (23). In
macrophages, the primary function of iNOS is to kill invading pathogens via the formation of
noxious concentrations of NO. The latter, in conjunction with superoxide (O2•-) produced by
NADPH oxidase, creates a highly oxidative environment (24,25).

While NO in itself is

relatively innocuous, the radical-radical coupling of this moiety with superoxide produces
peroxynitrite (ONOO-), a powerful oxidant. The entire subset of NO-derived intermediates is
collectively known as reactive nitrogen species (RNS) (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5 – Reactive nitrogen species. The high reactivity of NO may lead to the formation of
a number of toxic intermediates, each with their own biological targets. Adapted from (25, 26).
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While there is a degree of overlap between the biological targets of the various reactive
nitrogen intermediates, some have a more specific modus operandi (Table 1.1). For instance, the
nitrosylation of tyrosine residues is a hallmark of peroxynitrite formation, and a marker for
several pathological conditions (26).
Table 1.1 – The biological targets of select reactive nitrogen species
Reactive nitrogen species
NO

•

Targets/Effects
Heme groups; guanylyl cyclase; iron-sulfur proteins;
zinc- and copper-containing proteins (26)
Sulfhydryls and redox metals (26)

NO-S, -N, -O, -C centers in organic molecules (26)
NO

+

N2O3
ONOO-

Nitrosation of amines; S-nitrosothiol formation; zinc
finger degradation; inhibition of alkyl transferases
(26)
Tyrosine nitrosylation; sulfhydryls; iron-sulfur
proteins; zinc-thiolates (25, 26)

The increase in RNS in vivo leads to the death of the invading microbe via the inhibition
of key enzymes such as complex I and II of the electron transport chain, as well as the iron-sulfur
cluster-containing aconitase and ribonucleotide reductase (18). Not only do microorganisms feel
the burden of NO, but the strong induction of iNOS and the local inflammation brought about by
ONOO- has been linked to such disorders as arthritis and inflammatory bowel diseases (26)
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1.3 – Bacterial defense systems against NO
Given the injurious effects of RNS, it isn’t surprising that bacteria have elaborated
mechanisms to detoxify these moieties. In most microorganisms, NO is predominantly managed
via flavohemoglobin and flavorubedoxin. The former is a dioxygenase that catalyzes the
conversion of NO to NO3-, using NAPDH as a cofactor, while the latter is a reductase that
creates N2O in anaerobic conditions. Both proteins serve to mitigate the effects of NO on cellular
functions, and are up-regulated in response to exogenous NO donors such as sodium
nitroprusside (SNP) and diethylamine NONOate (25,27). In addition, the tripeptide and common
antioxidant glutathione (GSH) can be S-nitrosylated by nitrogen oxides such as NO+ and N2O3.
The product, S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO), is transformed to glutathione disulfide (GSSG) and
hydroxylamine (NH2NO) via the activity of S-nitrosoglutathione reductase (GSNOR). The
regeneration of GSH can then proceed using the enzyme glutathione reductase, allowing this
peptide to resume its role as an antioxidant (28). These stress response proteins, and others like
catalase and superoxide dismutase, fall under the regulatory control of such transcription factors
as NsrR and NorR (29). Although other enzymes catalyzing the reduction of nitrite and nitrate
have been identified, the entire repertoire exploited by microbes to help fend off nitrosative
stress has not been uncovered (30,31).
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Chapter 2: Thesis hypothesis and objectives
Macrophages are the first line of defense against menacing microorganisms and therefore
play a crucial role in the immune response. Once recognized by these vigilant sentinels, foreign
bodies are bombarded by the toxic radical nitric oxide (NO) in an endeavor to neutralize the
threat to our body. Although some NO detoxifying mechanisms have been reported, relatively
little attention has been paid to the effects of RNS on metabolic networks and the means by
which microbes surmount deficiencies in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and ETC. The
dearth of research in this area is surprising when one considers the number of moieties in these
pathways that display sensitivity to free radicals. Examples include the iron-sulfur clusters of
aconitase and fumarase, metal centres and heme groups in complexes of the ETC, as well as
lipoic acid in pyruvate and α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenases (PDH and KGDH, respectively).

Hypothesis
Most research on NO and RNS has converged on the mechanisms by which bacteria
detoxify these compounds with the hope of finding key components for the development of new
antimicrobial agents. Since the ETC is detrimentally affected by free radicals, it is hypothesized
that the organism is coerced to reengineer metabolic networks to generate ATP by substrate-level
phosphorylation (SLP). Using an array of biochemical techniques, it should be possible to
unearth the targets of NO in vivo. Once these are ascertained, the means by which the bacterium
circumvents the deleterious effects of RNS, including how it produces ATP, can be elucidated.
With this knowledge in hand, it may be feasible to design novel therapeutic agents to counteract
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microbial pathogens, so long as the biomolecules used to fend off RNS and synthesize ATP in
bacteria have no human analogues.
Objectives
The objective of this work is to delineate the biological targets of nitrosative stress on the
soil microbe Pseudomonas fluorescens using exogenous NO donors, such as sodium
nitroprusside (SNP) and diethylamine NONOate (DEANO). Using a functional proteomic
approach, via techniques such as blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE),
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and immunoblotting, it should be possible to
unearth the exact biological targets of NO and RNS. The metabolic versatility of this microbe, a
feature of pseudomonads in general, renders it an ideal model organism for this work. In
addition, the means by which this microbe counteracts the effects of SNP and DEANO will be
investigated. This will be accomplished via an analysis of antioxidant defense systems, as well as
enzymes mediating the catabolism of carbon sources and production of the energy currency ATP
(e.g., oxidative and substrate-level phosphorylation). The cellular dysfunction initiated by RNS
and systems mediating adaption to these moieties can provide cues to treat NO-resistant
microbial invaders.
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Chapter 3: The metabolic reprogramming evoked by nitrosative stress
It is a common misconception that central metabolic networks are static, where in fact,
they are quite malleable. Typically, the consumption of glucose produces 2 ATP and 2 molecules
of pyruvate which are then metabolized via the TCA cycle. The latter generates the reducing
agent NADH, which can be used to synthesize ATP for cellular processes. However, ATP
production is not the only function of these metabolic nodules, and variant TCA cycles and
glycolytic pathways can arise, particularly under the insult of environmental stressors. These
may include such threats as metal toxicity stemming from industrial pollution, radiation from
nuclear waste as well as reactive oxygen species (ROS) and RNS (25).
The metabolic versatility displayed by pseudomonads allows these microbes to flourish
in the presence of various sources of carbon and nitrogen. For instance, P. fluorescens isolated
from wastewater has been shown to grow on compounds such as hexadecane and glycerol (32).
Knowledge of the metabolic nodules underlying the adaptability of pseudomonads has strong
applications in the fields of biotechnology and bioremediation. Indeed, P. fluorescens exposed to
oxidative stress with glucose as the sole source of carbon stockpiles large concentrations of
pyruvate. This is rendered possible via an up-regulation of the enzymes pyruvate kinase (PK)
and phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (PEPS), while the ROS-mediated inhibition of PDH limits
the entry of this ketoacid into the TCA cycle (33). Additionally, the pooling of pyruvate may
help counteract the insult of H2O2, as the non-enzymatic decarboxylation of ketoacids allows
them to act as antioxidants and scavenge ROS in situ (34,35).
When exposed to aluminum (Al) or gallium (Ga), two common industrial pollutants, P.
fluorescens elects to metabolize citrate using a variant TCA cycle. In the latter, NAD-dependent
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isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH-NAD) and KGDH show decreased activity and isocitrate is
instead channeled towards ICDH-NADP and isocitrate lyase (ICL). This allows the organism to
meet its ATP demands by SLP using the increased activity of succinyl-CoA synthetase to
generate this moiety (36,37). In addition, this metabolic reprogramming provides the microbe
with oxalate, a chelator of Al, which is used to bioprecipitate and decontaminate this metal. The
ability of P. fluorescens to tolerate elevated concentrations of Al renders it an ideal candidate for
the construction of bioreactors to treat metal-containing effluents (38).
In this chapter, the metabolic flexibility of P. fluorescens in regards to its adaptation to
NO and RNS is analyzed. As carbon catabolite repression systems in pseudomonads show
preference for organic acids such as citrate, this is used as the sole source of carbon for the
growth of the organism (39). SNP, a cost-effective NO donor, is utilized to introduce a
nitrosative environment. The effects of NO on the organism, including key biological targets and
mechanisms to detoxify RNS, are shown. The diversion of citrate away from an ineffective TCA
cycle in order to generate ATP anaerobically is discussed further herein.
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Abstract
Nitrosative stress is an ongoing challenge that most organisms have to contend with.
When nitric oxide (NO) that may be generated either exogenously or endogenously encounters
reactive oxygen species (ROS), it produces a set of toxic moieties referred to as reactive nitrogen
species (RNS). As these RNS can severely damage essential biomolecules, numerous organisms
have evolved elaborate detoxification strategies to nullify RNS. However, the contribution of
cellular metabolism in fending off nitrosative stress is poorly understood. Using a variety of
functional proteomic and metabolomic analyses, we have identified how the soil microbe
Pseudomonas fluorescens reprogrammed its metabolic networks to survive in an environment
enriched by sodium nitroprusside (SNP), a generator of nitrosative stress. To combat the RNSinduced ineffective aconitase (ACN) and tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, the microbe invoked
the participation of citrate lyase (CL), phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC) and pyruvate
phosphate dikinase (PPDK) to convert citrate, the sole source of carbon into pyruvate and ATP.
These enzymes were not evident in the control conditions. This metabolic shift was coupled to
the concomitant increase in the activities of such classical RNS detoxifiers as nitrate reductase
(NR), nitrite reductase (NIR) and S-nitrosoglutathione reductase (GSNOR). Hence, metabolism
may hold the clues to the survival of organisms subjected to nitrosative stress and may provide
therapeutic cues against RNS-resistant microbes.
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Introduction
Nitric oxide (NO) is a gaseous free radical bestowed with several crucial roles in living
organisms. It has emerged as an important endogenous signaling molecule in organisms as
diverse as mammals and plants. It is usually derived from arginine with the aid of the enzyme
nitric oxide synthase (NOS) and is known to be a modulator of blood pressure in mammals. NO
also regulates information in nervous systems and is a messenger for mitochondrial
functions (40). In plants, the signaling roles of NO extend to germination, senescence, and cell
wall construction (41). NO is also synthesized in the phagocytes in response to microbial
infection where in combination with ROS, it generates highly toxic derivatives that are utilized
to combat the bacterial invasion (42,43).
Nitrosative stress arises when the production of RNS outmatches an organism's ability to
neutralize and dispose of them. These moieties are capable of damaging nucleic acids, lipids and
amino acids. They disrupt proteins containing Fe-S clusters, transition metals, hemes, thiols and
tyrosyl groups (25). These RNS-triggered modifications inhibit essential cellular metabolism,
lead to irreversible damage and eventually to the demise of the organism. Hence, it is not
surprising that intricate strategies are elaborated by living systems to eliminate the dangers posed
by RNS. Numerous heme proteins are known to be induced by nitrosative stress and have been
shown to play a pivotal role in countering RNS. For instance, flavohemoglobin and cytochrome
C reductase enable E. coli to be resistant to excessive NO (25,44). GSNOR, catalase and
NAPDH-utilizing enzymes have all been reported to quell the toxic influence of RNS (43,45).
Although the RNS-detoxifying role of these enzyme systems has been well documented, the
participation of metabolism in combating the dangers posed by NO has yet to be fully uncovered.
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In this study, we have evaluated the metabolic responses of P. fluorescens to nitrosative
stress. Owing to its nutritional versatility, and its ability to adapt to diverse environmental
situations, this bacterium affords an excellent model system to study global metabolic processes.
It appears that P. fluorescens reprograms its metabolism in an effort to utilize citrate in an
anaerobic fashion. Faced with an ineffective ACN, the organism up-regulates CL, a stratagem
designed to bypass the TCA cycle and oxidative phosphorylation. The subsequent generation of
the high-energy metabolite phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) allows for ATP synthesis via substratelevel phosphorylation. The pivotal role of metabolism in the adaptation to nitrosative stress and
its significance in countering RNS-resistant bacteria are discussed.
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Materials and Methods

Bacterial culture and isolation of cellular fractions
The bacterial strain P. fluorescens, ATCC 13525, was maintained (on 2% agar) and
grown in a phosphate mineral medium containing Na2HPO4 (6 g), KH2PO4 (3 g), MgSO4.7H2O
(0.2 g), NH4Cl (0.8 g), and citric acid (4 g) per litre of distilled and deionized H2O. Trace
elements were added. Nitrosative stress was induced via the addition of 1, 5, 10, 15 or 20 mM of
sodium nitroprusside (SNP), respectively (25). Control cultures had no added SNP and/or
contained 10 mM sodium ferrocyanide (SFC). The latter has a similar composition to SNP
except for the absence of the nitroso functional group and hence is unable to act as a source of
NO. For select experiments, nitrosative stress was initiated by the addition of 1 mM diethylamine
NONOate (DEANO), in an effort to ascertain if indeed NO was the stressor and not any other
component of SNP. The only similarity between SNP and DEANO is their ability to generate
NO. The pH was adjusted to 6.8 with dilute NaOH. The media was then dispensed in aliquots of
200 mL into 500 mL Erlenmeyer flasks with foam plugs and autoclaved for 20 min at 121°C.
Innoculations were made with 1 mL of stationary phase cells grown in a control culture and
aerated on a gyratory water bath shaker (Model 76; New Brunswick Scientific). To ensure an
ongoing nitrosative response, a second dose of DEANO was introduced after 16 hours of growth.
Cells and spent fluids were isolated at various growth phases.
P. fluorescens cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 10 min at 4°C. After
a washing with 0.85% NaCl, cells were resuspended in cell storage buffer consisting of 50 mM
Tris-HCl, 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (pH 7.3). Cells were
disrupted ultrasonically and then centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 30 min at 4°C to remove intact
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bacteria. The supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 180,000 x g for 3 h, resulting in a
soluble cell free extract (CFE) and a membrane CFE. The soluble fraction was further
centrifuged at 180,000 x g for 1 to obtain a membrane-free system. The Bradford assay was
performed in triplicate in order to quantify the protein contents and bovine serum albumin was
used as the standard (46). Purity of the fractions was ascertained as described in (47). These CFE
fractions were kept at 4°C for up to 5 days or frozen at −20°C for storage up to a maximum of 4
weeks. The pH of the spent fluid was also recorded.

Metabolomic studies in cell-free extracts: selective inhibition of PEPC
Spent fluid and soluble CFE from control and SNP-stressed cells were used to determine
various metabolite levels via high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Two mg/mL of
protein equivalent of soluble CFE was heated gently for 10 minutes to precipitate proteins and
lipids and analyzed by HPLC as described in (48). To verify the disparate citrate metabolism, 2
mg/mL protein equivalent of soluble CFE was incubated for 2 hrs at 26°C in a reaction buffer
(25 mM Tris, 5 mM MgCl2; pH 7.0) containing 2 mM citrate and 0.5 mM nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate (NADP). To confirm the importance of PEPC in the metabolic adaptation
to SNP, 2 mg/mL protein equivalent of soluble CFE was incubated for 30 min in reaction buffer
containing 2 mM citrate, 1.0 mM Pi and 0.5 mM AMP with or without a 1 500 dilution of
antibody against PEPC. Chemical shifts were referenced to standard compounds and internal
standards under the same conditions and the peaks were quantified using the Empower Software
(Waters Corporation). The HPLC was standardized using a five-point calibration protocol prior
to each injection. The relative quantities of nitrite and nitrate in the various cellular components
were monitored by Griess reaction (49).
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Blue Native PAGE and in-gel enzyme activity staining
Blue Native (BN) polyacrylamide gel electropohoresis (PAGE) and in-gel activity
staining were

performed

as

described

previously (48,50).

Soluble

proteins

from P.

fluorescens were prepared in a native buffer (50 mM Bis-Tris, 500 mM ε-aminocaproic acid, pH
7.0, 4°C) at a final concentration of 4 mg of protein per ml. Membrane proteins were prepared in
a similar manner except 1% (v/v) β-dodecyl-D-maltoside was added to the preparation to
facilitate the solubilization of the membrane-bound proteins. To ensure optimal protein
separation, 4–16% linear gradient gels were cast with the Bio-Rad MiniProtean™ 2 system using
1 mm spacers. Sixty micrograms of protein from soluble or membrane CFE was loaded into the
wells. Gels were electrophoresed as described in (51). Following electrophoresis, gel slabs were
equilibrated for 15 min in a reaction buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM MgCl2, at pH 7.4). Enzyme
activities were detected in the gel by the reduction and precipitation of iodonitrotetrazolium
(INT) as formazan.
ACN activity was visualized using a reaction mixture consisting of a reaction buffer, 5
mM citrate, 0.5 mM NADP, 5 units/mL isocitrate dehydrogenase (Sigma), 0.2 mg/mL phenazine
methosulfate (PMS) and 0.4 mg/mL of INT. Tricarballylic acid (1 mM) was utilized to maintain
the stability of ACN (52). NADP-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH-NADP) activity
was visualized using a reaction mixture containing 5 mM isocitrate, 0.5 mM NADP, 0.2 mg/mL
PMS and 0.4 mg/mL INT. The same reaction mixture was utilized for ICDH-NAD except 0.5
mM nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) was utilized in lieu of NADP. The activity band
for isocitrate lyase (ICL) was made apparent using reaction buffer, 5 mM isocitrate, 0.5 mM
NAD, 10 units of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), 0.2 mg/mL of PMS and 0.4 mg/mL of INT.
Complex 1 was detected by the addition of 5 mM NADH, and 0.4 mg/mL INT. Succinate
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dehydrogenase (SDH) was monitored by the addition of 60 mM succinate, 5 mM KCN, 0.2
mg/mL of PMS and 0.4 mg/mL of INT (53). Complex IV was assayed by the addition of 10
mg/mL of diaminobenzidine, 10 mg/mL cytochrome C, and 562.5 mg/mL of sucrose. 5 mM
KCN was added to the reaction mixture to confirm the identity of Complex IV (54). Malate
dehydrogenase (MDH) was assayed by the addition of 5 mM malate, 0.5 mM NAD, 0.2 mg/mL
of PMS and 0.4 mg/mL of INT. The activity of acetate kinase was assessed with a reaction
mixture of 5 mM acetyl phosphate, 1 mM ADP, 5 mM glucose, 10 units of glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G6PDH), 10 units hexokinase, 1 mM NADP, 0.2 mg/mL of PMS and 0.4
mg/mL of INT.
Pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) was detected utilizing a reaction mixture consisting of 5
mM pyruvate, 0.1 mM CoA, 0.5 mM NAD, 0.2 mg/mL of PMS and 0.4 mg/mL of INT. LDH
was assayed using a reaction mixture containing 5 mM lactate, 0.5 mM NAD, 0.2 mg/mL of
PMS and 0.4 mg/mL of INT. For NAD(P)-producing enzymes PMS was replaced by 2,4dichloroindophenol

(DCIP)

as

the

electron

coupler (51).

The

activities

of

CL,

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK) and pyruvate carboxylase (PC) were ascertained
by utilizing enzyme-coupled assays as described in (51). PEPC was assayed in a similar manner
as PEPCK except no ADP was present in the mixture. Pyruvate kinase (PK) was probed as
described in (55). PPDK was monitored using a reaction mixture consisting of 5 mM PEP, 0.5
mM AMP, 0.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 0.5 mM NADH, 10 units of LDH, 0.0167 mg/mL of
DCIP and 0.4 mg/mL of INT. S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) was freshly prepared by adding 1
mL of a 100 mM solution of reduced glutathione (GSH) to 1mL of a 100 mM solution of sodium
nitrite (in 0.1% HCl) (56). The concentration of GSNO was determined (ε = 908 M−1 cm−1 at 334
nm) and a reaction mixture consisting of 5 mM GSNO, 0.5 mM NADPH, 0.0167 mg/mL of
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DCIP and 0.4 mg/mL of INT was prepared in order to determine the in-gel activity. All the
enzymes were probed individually in separate gels.
The activities of NR and NIR was verified using a reaction mixture consisting of 5 mM
sodium nitrate or 5 mM sodium nitrite, respectively, 0.5 mM NADPH, 0.0167 mg/mL of DCIP
and 0.4 mg/mL of INT. Once bands reached their desired intensities, reactions were halted using
destaining solution (40% methanol, 10% glacial acetic acid). Band specificity was ascertained by
performing activity stains in the absence of substrate. Activity bands were quantified using
SCION Image for Windows (SCION Imaging Corp.). Proper protein loading was determined by
Coomassie staining for total proteins. Select activity bands were routinely cut and incubated with
their respective substrates. The metabolite profiles were monitored by HPLC. Unless otherwise
mentioned, all comparative experiments were performed at the late logarithmic phase of growth.

2D SDS-PAGE and protein expression
For 2D SDS-PAGE, the activity bands for CL were excised and soaked for 30 min in a
solution of 1% (w/v) SDS and 1% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol. The bands were rinsed twice for 10 s
with SDS-PAGE electrophoresis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, 192 mM glycine and 0.1% (w/v)
SDS; pH 8.3) then placed vertically in the wells of a 10% SDS gel (8×7 cm). Electrophoresis
was conducted at 80 V at room temperature until the proteins reached the separating gel. The
voltage was then raised to 200 V until completion. Upon completion of the SDS-PAGE, gels
were stained with the Bio-Rad Silver Staining Kit.
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Recovery experiments
To ascertain that nitrosative stress was indeed triggering these metabolic changes, the
SNP-treated cells grown to late logarithmic phase were transferred into control medium (without
SNP). Similar experiments were performed with control cells transferred to SNP-containing
medium. Following an 8 h incubation period, the cells were harvested, and CFE was assayed for
protein concentration and enzymatic activity.

In-cell Western blot analyses
In-cell Western assays were modified from the Odyssey® Infrared Imaging System
protocol document (Li-cor doc# 988-08599). Briefly, P.fluorescens was seeded in 96-well plates
from a pre-culture for 8 h and treated with control, 5 mM SNP, or 10 mM SNP conditions for 24
h. Recovery experiments were performed as described previously. After treatment, the media
was removed and the cells were washed thrice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) [136.8 mM
NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.83 mM Na2HPO4, and 0.4313 mM KH2PO4 at pH 7.4]. The cells were
then fixed with 37% formaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature. The fixing solution was then
removed and the cells were rinsed with PBS containing 0.1% tween-20. Blocking ensued using
the Odyssey® blocking buffer for 2 h. Primary antibody incubations occurred over a 1 h period
with gentle shaking. Mouse monoclonal anti-NO-tyrosine (Abcam), rabbit polyclonal anti-PEPC
(Abcam) and rabbit polyclonal anti-glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) were all diluted to a
concentration of 1 200 in blocking buffer. GDH was utilized as an internal standard for this
assay as its expression did not vary significantly with the culture conditions. Secondary
antibodies consisted of donkey anti-mouse IR 680 (Li-cor; red) and goat anti-rabbit IR-780 (Licor; green) diluted to 1 1000. Relative levels were compared to an in-cell Bradford assay. The
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infrared signal as well as the signal from the Bradford reagent was detected using an Odyssey®
Infrared Imager (Li-cor).
Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as means ± standard deviations. Statistical correlations of the data
were checked for significance using the Student t test (p≤0.05). All experiments were performed
at least twice and in triplicate.
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Results

Bacterial growth, RNS stress and citrate consumption
P. fluorescens survived in a 10 mM SNP-stressed environment with minimal change in
growth rate or cellular yield in comparison to cells grown in the control media (Figure 3.1).
Cultures subjected to concentrations of 15 and 20 mM SNP showed severely retarded growth and
no growth at all, respectively. It may be within the realm of possibilities that at these higher
concentrations the physico-chemical properties of SNP in the medium utilized were conducive to
the easier release of the toxicant. As SNP is known to liberate NO, it was critical to verify that
this gaseous radical was being released and detoxified to the relatively innocuous nitrite/nitrate
(NO2/NO3) (57). An increase in the concentration of NO2 and NO3 in 5 and 10 mM SNP-stressed
cells relative to the control was observed (Figure 3.1 - A). In the soluble CFE isolated from the
10 mM SNP cultures, there was 6 fold more NO2/NO3 than the control (data not shown).
Furthermore, while in the presence of SFC, no significant change in NO2 or NO3 was evident, in
the DEANO-treated cells, these moieties were relatively higher (data not shown). Nitrosylated
proteins were also more abundant in the stressed cell. Indeed, Western blot with nitrotyrosine
antibody helped detect higher levels of this residue in the cells subjected to nitrosative stress
(Figure 3.1 - B). Thus, it was evident the toxicity of SNP was being felt by the microbe.
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Figure 3.1 - Nitrosative stress in P. fluorescens. A, cellular yield: ▲, control cultures; ♦, 5 mM
SNP-containing cultures; ●, 10 mM SNP-containing cultures;
, 15 mM SNP-containing
cultures; □, 20 mM SNP-containing cultures. Nitrite/nitrate levels in spent fluids as measured by
their absorbance at 540 nm after the Griess assay: □, control cultures; ■, 5 mM SNP-containing
cultures; ■, 10 mM SNP-containing cultures. B, In cell Western blot analysis of P. fluorescens
under nitrosative stress. P. fluorescens was grown to late logarithmic phase in 96 well plates and
then treated with control (-) and 10 mM SNP conditions for 24h (+ SNP). Following treatment,
control cells were placed in media containing 10 mM SNP for 8 h (Ctl  SNP) and 10 mM
SNP-treated cells were recovered with control media for 8 h (SNP  Ctl). Total protein
concentration was assessed by the Bradford assay. The cells were then analyzed for expression
of nitrosylated tyrosine residues by quantification of infrared fluorescence (n = 3. *p ≤ 0.01,
mean ± standard deviation).
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The RNS detoxifying enzymes
The protection against RNS has been shown to be mediated by a variety of enzyme
systems involved in the direct conversion of NO into innocuous products and the denitrosylation
of nitrosylated proteins (25). To ascertain if these detoxification strategies were invoked by P.
fluorescens subjected to SNP, we probed NIR and NR. The activities of these enzymes were
monitored by BN-PAGE and were found to be elevated in the SNP-stressed cells compared to
the control cells (Figure 3.2 - A). GSNOR, an enzyme that generates reduced glutathione was
identified as two isoforms in the P. fluorescens challenged by nitrosative stress. Their activities
were markedly higher compared to the control cells (Figure 3.2 - B). Catalase, a detoxifying
enzyme involved in the regulation of peroxide levels, was found to be 2 fold higher in activity in
the SNP-treated cells (data not shown).
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Figure 3.2 - RNS detoxifying mechanisms in P. fluorescens. A, BN-PAGE analysis of NIR and
NR from membrane CFE: ■, control cultures; ■, 10 mM SNP-treated cultures. Bands were
quantified using SCION Imaging Software (n = 3, mean ± standard deviation). B, activity
staining of GSNOR in soluble CFE (-, control cultures; + SNP, 10 mM SNP-treated cultures).
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The tricarboxylic acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation
As citrate was the sole source of carbon in this defined medium, it was important to
verify how this tricarboxylic acid was metabolized in the control and SNP-stressed cells. The
cells subjected to nitrosative stress had significantly more PEP, pyruvate and acetate than the
control cells while levels of citrate, succinate and α-ketoglutarate were found to be lower in the
stressed CFE (Figure 3.3 - A). The identities of these metabolites were further confirmed by
spiking the samples with known standards. The heterogeneity of these metabolic profiles
prompted us to examine the enzymatic adjustments that would provoke such a change.
Since nitrosative stress is known to affect Fe-S clusters (58), it was important to evaluate
ACN, a critical gate-keeper of the tricarboxylic acid cycle. It isomerizes citrate into isocitrate
with the aid of a 4Fe-4S cluster located in its active site (58). The stressed cells did not show any
activity band (Figure 3.3 - B) As reported before, a sharp band was evident in the
control (36,52,53). This finding led us to probe enzymes further downstream in the TCA cycle
that might be able to compensate for this shortcoming.
Two isocitrate metabolizing enzymes, ICDH-NAD and ICL, were shown to be markedly
decreased as indicated by the lack of a formazan band in the lane containing proteins from the
stressed fraction (Figure 3.3 - C). The activity of ICDH-NADP, a cytoplasmic enzyme which
produces NADPH and α-ketoglutarate, was also found to be significantly downregulated in the
SNP-stressed culture compared to the control culture (Figure 3.3 - D). Indeed, in the presence of
NO, key cysteine and tyrosine residues in this enzyme have been shown to be modified (59). The
activity of ICDH-NADP was preserved in P. fluorescens treated with 10 mM SFC, a chemical
analog to SNP not containing the nitroso functional group (Figure 3.3 - D). As the TCA cycle
was perturbed, it was important to evaluate the status of oxidative phosphorylation, a Fe-S
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cluster rich enzyme network dedicated to the production of ATP. All the complexes (I, II, IV)
that were monitored were found to be ineffective. Activity bands indicative of these proteins
were barely discernable in the membrane CFE from the SNP-stressed cells (Figure 3.3 - C) [the
activity of complex IV was preserved in P. fluorescens treated with 10 mM sodium ferrocyanide
(Figure 3.3 - D)]. These bands reappeared when the RNS-stressed cells were incubated in the
control media. These enzymes were similarly affected in the DEANO treated cells (data not
shown).
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Figure 3.3 - Influence of NO on the TCA cycle. A, Representative chromatographs showing
metabolite levels in soluble CFE from P. fluorescens grown in control and 10mM SNPcontaining cultures. B, In-gel activity analysis for ACN. C, in-gel activity staining of key
metabolic enzymes. D, activity stains with sodium ferrocyanide as a control (-, control cultures;
+ SNP, 10 mM SNP-treated cultures; + SFC, 10 mM SFC-treated cultures).
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CL activity, expression and regulation
The apparent inability of SNP-stressed cultures to metabolize citrate via the TCA cycle
prompted us to evaluate other alternative pathways for citrate consumption. The presence of
elevated levels of acetate in the SNP-stressed cells pointed toward a possible role of CL. This
enzyme can cleave citrate into oxaloacetate and acetate without the participation of ATP and
coenzyme A (60,61). In this instance, CL generated oxaloacetate and acetate in the absence of
ATP and coenzyme A. It increased in a time-dependent manner in the SNP-stressed cultures
(Figure 3.4 - A). CL was also found to be modulated by the levels of SNP in the medium
(Figure 3.4 - A). To confirm that the increased activity of this enzyme was the result of NO and
not other components of SNP, the activity was monitored in cells treated with DEANO and
found to be up-regulated in these cultures (Figure 3.4 - A). Furthermore, CL was not visible in
cells subjected to 5 mM NO2 or NO3, indicating that this is a NO-mediated occurrence (data not
shown). BN-PAGE followed by 2D SDS-PAGE revealed that the expression of this enzyme was
up-regulated in the SNP-stressed cells (Figure 3.4 - B). In an effort to prove that nitrosative
stress was indeed promoting the up-regulation of this enzyme, control cells were transferred in
the stressed medium and stressed cells in the control cultures. A reverse trend in the activity of
CL was observed (Figure 3.4 - C). When the soluble CFE from both control and stressed were
incubated with citrate respectively, oxaloacetate and acetate was observed only in the latter.
However, in the presence of NADP, the control CFE readily produced α-ketoglutarate and
NADPH (Figure 3.4 - D). These observations clearly demonstrated that CL was an important
component of the metabolic reconfiguration evoked by nitrosative stress in P. fluorescens.
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Figure 3.4 - Activity and expression analysis of CL from P. fluorescens. A, in-gel CL activity
in soluble CFE isolated from P. fluorescens. I) The dose effect of SNP on CL activity II) Time
dependence of CL activity in cultures treated with 10 mM SNP. III) CL activity in media
containing 1 mM DEANO (-, control cultures; + DEANO, 1 mM DEANO-treated cultures). B,
2D SDS-PAGE (-, control cultures; + SNP, 10 mM SNP-treated cultures). C, regulation of CL
activity by SNP. 10 mM SNP-treated cells were grown to late logarithmic phase then transferred
to control media for 8 h and vice versa. D, HPLC analysis of CL activity. Soluble CFE from cells
grown in control and 10 mM SNP-treated media were given 5 mM citrate and 0.5 mM NADP for
2 hrs (*: tricarballylic acid (1 μM) as internal standard).
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Oxaloacetate and pyruvate metabolism: The role of PEPC
As oxaloacetate was readily available in the SNP-stressed cells due to the upregulation of
CL, it was important to decipher how this dicarboxylic acid was being metabolized. PEPC,
PEPCK and MDH can all interact with oxaloacetate. The activity of MDH was found to be lower
in the SNP-stressed system (Figure 3.5 - A). However, unexpectedly, the PEPC activity that was
elevated in the P. fluorescens challenged with SNP was barely discernable in the untreated
cultures (Figure 3.5 - A). This enzyme mediates the conversion of oxaloacetate in the presence
of inorganic phosphate into the high energy PEP (62). Western blots performed in these cells
demonstrated that the increase in PEPC activity in stressed bacteria was directly correlated to
increased expression of this protein (Figure 3.5 - B). PEPCK, the other enzyme that transforms
oxaloacetate into PEP with the participation of ATP or GTP was also elevated in the cells
subjected to nitrosative stress (Figure 3.5 - A). Hence these two enzymes were aiding the
production of the high energy PEP, a metabolite that was abundant in the stressed cells. The
production of PEP was found to be drastically reduced in SNP-stressed CFE treated with an
antibody against PEPC. Although citrate was consumed, albeit to a lesser extent compared to the
reaction without antibodies, the formation of PEP, a key metabolite essential in the production of
ATP and pyruvate was severely affected (Figure 3.5 - C).
The presence of increased pyruvate and acetate in the soluble CFE from the stressed cells
coupled with the enhanced production of PEP directed our attention towards the homeostasis of
pyruvate. PK and PPDK are the two main participants in the conversion of PEP into pyruvate
with the concomitant formation of ATP. The former utilizes ADP while the latter invokes the
participation of AMP and PPias the cofactors (63). Interestingly, the activity of PK was lower in
the RNS-challenged environment, while the activity of PPDK was sharply increased compared to
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the control cells (Figure 3.5 - D). This enzymatic manipulation would indeed allow RNSchallenged P. fluorescens to generate ATP more efficiently. Indeed, when soluble CFE from
SNP or DEANO-treated cells was incubated with oxaloacetate and AMP, ATP and pyruvate
were readily formed (data not shown). As pyruvate and acetate were seemingly the end products
of this metabolic reconfiguration, it was important to analyze enzymes that may be involved in
their consumption. The activities of PDH, LDH and PC were all found to be lower in P.
fluorescens exposed to nitrosative stress (Figure 3.6 - A). This would indeed result in the
pooling of pyruvate as seen in the soluble CFE. The activity of acetate kinase was found to be
up-regulated in the treated cells (Figure 3.6 - B), indicating a role for acetate in energy storage.
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Figure 3.5 - Oxaloacetate and PEP metabolism. A, BN-PAGE analysis of oxaloacetate
metabolizing enzymes. Bands were quantified using SCION Imaging Software (n = 3 ± standard
deviation). B, In-cell Western blot analysis. P.fluorescens was grown to late logarithmic phase in
96 well plates then treated with control (-) and 10 mM SNP conditions for 24 h (+ SNP). The
cells were then analyzed for (GDH) and (PEPC) and expression was quantified by infrared
fluorescence (n = 5, mean ± standard deviation. *p ≤ 0.01). C, Citrate consumption in P.
fluorescens exposed to ntirosative stress. Soluble CFE from 10 mM SNP-treated cells was
incubated with 2 mM citrate, 1.0 mM Pi and 0.5 mM AMP for 30 min without (■) and with an
antibody (1:500 dilution) against PEPC (□). n = 3, mean ± standard deviation. D, in-gel activity
stain of the pyruvate generating enzymes PK and PPDK (-, control cultures; + SNP, 10 mM
SNP-treated cultures).
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Figure 3.6 - Pyruvate and acetate utilizing enzymes. A, BN-PAGE analysis of pyruvate
metabolizing enzymes. Bands were quantified using SCION Imaging Software (n = 3 ± standard
deviation). B, activity staining of acetate kinase in membrane CFE (-, control cultures; + SNP,
10 mM SNP-treated cultures). BSA and ferritin were utilized as molecular mass markers to
ensure proper migration.
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Discussion
Although the involvement of enzymes mediating the detoxification of RNS has been
widely reported, this study is the first demonstration of the pivotal role metabolism plays in
combating nitrosative stress. The microbe utilizes its various metabolic networks to not only
circumvent the toxic impact of RNS but also to generate energy via substrate-level
phosphorylation. There is a body of literature detailing the different heme enzymes that
participate in the formation of relatively non-toxic nitrate. In E. coli, both flavohemoglobin and a
cytochrome C nitrate reductase have been implicated in the elimination of NO as NO3 (25). In
this instance, it appears that P. fluorescens does indeed utilize both nitrite and nitrate reductase to
perform this task. Catalase, an enzyme involved in the detoxification of H2O2 was upregulated in
the cells exposed to nitrosative stress. This is in accordance with numerous studies demonstrating
the elevation of catalase activity in organisms subjected to RNS (64,65). GSNOR is an important
enzyme that contributes to the survival of organisms subjected to nitrosative stress associated
with the innate immune response of the human body (43). The two isoforms that showed
increased activities in the SNP-challenged P. fluorescens may be indeed aimed at minimizing Snitrosothiols and S-nitrosylated proteins, hallmarks of nitrosative stress.
The participation of these classical RNS-detoxifying enzymes in fending off nitrosative
stress was not surprising. However, the metabolic reprogramming aimed at circumventing RNS
that was observed in P. fluorescens is indeed a seminal finding, a phenomenon that has yet to be
fully delineated. Faced with citrate, the sole source of carbon and a RNS-induced ineffective
ACN and ICDH, the microbe has to find an alternative pathway to degrade citrate if it is to
survive. In this instance, an ATP and coenzyme A independent CL was invoked. This enzyme
mediates the formation of oxaloacetate and acetate and is common in microbial systems
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subjected to anaerobiosis (66). This is not surprising as RNS severely damage the ETC and limit
aerobic respiration (67). In our study, the three ETC complexes that were probed were found to
be markedly ineffective. Furthermore, the inactivation of ICDH and αKGDH would impede the
functioning of the TCA cycle, an adaptation critical for survival under nitrosative stress.
Although ACN was found to be ineffective, it may be quite possible that this enzyme that exists
in three isoforms was not detected under our experimental conditions (68).
The dicarboxylic acid, oxaloacetate was subsequently metabolized to PEP by PEPC. This
enzyme primarily has an anaplerotic role in the production of oxaloacetate. However, in this
study as the microbe was supplied with citrate, the sole carbon source, oxaloacetate was readily
available due to upregulation of CL. Hence, it is quite conceivable that this dicarboxylic acid
may be an important source of PEP. Although PEPCK with enhanced activity was evident in the
RNS-stressed cells, PEPC was more prominent. The latter enzyme was not discerned in the
control cultures. The inability of PEPC-inhibited CFE to generate PEP effectively suggests that
this enzyme is critical in this adaptation process. The production of PEP from oxaloacetate may
also have been favored due to the close proximity of this protein with PPDK, an enzyme
mediating the synthesis of pyruvate and ATP with AMP and PPi as cofactors. These enzymes
migrate in association with CL, as observed by BN-PAGE. The incubation of this band did
generate all the products with citrate, AMP and pyrophosphate (PP i) as substrates (data not
shown).
The presence of elevated amounts of acetate in the soluble CFE from the stressed cells
directed our attention to a possible role of pyruvate in the non-enzymatic neutralization of RNS.
Pyruvate has been shown in vivo to react with RNS to liberate acetate (69). Furthermore, there is
a body of literature on the utilization of pyruvate and other ketoacids as anti-oxidants (70,71).
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We have recently demonstrated the role of αKG in the scavenging of ROS with the concomitant
formation of succinate (48,72). The elevated levels of acetate kinase and the accumulation of
pyruvate from citrate metabolism would suggest that P. fluorescens may be utilizing this keto
acid to quell oxidative and nitrosative stress. However, these postulations have to await further
investigation.
In conclusion, our findings reveal an intriguing role of metabolism in the adaptation of P.
fluorescens to a nitrosative environment (Figure 3.7). Although the classical RNS-detoxifying
enzymes were invoked, the microbe also completely reprogrammed its metabolic networks to
survive this toxic challenge. The noxious impact of RNS on the TCA cycle and oxidative
phosphorylation was mitigated by the upregulation of CL, an enzyme that degraded citrate into
oxaloacetate and acetate. The dicarboxylic acid subsequently provided the two ingredients,
pyruvate and ATP, that ensured the survival of P. fluorescens under the insult of SNP. Thus,
metabolic changes are the underlying force at the centre of most, if not all, molecular adaptation
phenomena and necessary in the anti-RNS defense strategy in this microbe. Targeting the critical
components of these metabolic networks may provide a potent tool against RNS-resistant
bacteria.
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Figure 3.7 - Citrate metabolism in Pseudomonas fluorescens under nitrosative stress.
Increased activity and expression of CL allows for the degradation of citrate and circumvention
of nitrosative stress via a novel metabolic network in P. fluorescens subjected to SNP (
,
decreased activity,
, increased activity). CL, citrate lyase; AK, acetate kinase; ICDH,
isocitrate dehydrogenase; MDH, malate dehydrogenase; PEPC, phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxylase; PPDK, pyruvate phosphate dikinase; PDH, pyruvate dehydrogenase.
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Chapter 4: A facile electrophoretic technique to monitor phosphoenolpyruvatedependent-kinases

The discovery of the role played by PPDK in energy production under nitrosative stress
prompted the validation of an in-gel technique to reliably visualize the activity of this enzyme
and other phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent kinases. As opposed to SDS-PAGE, a denaturing
electrophoretic method, BN-PAGE maintains proteins in their native state and allows the study
of enzymatic activity. A negative charge applied to the protein sample by Coomassie Brilliant
Blue allows the separation of protein mixtures as these migrate towards the positively charged
anode buffer (73). The omission of detergents permits the maintenance of protein-protein
interactions and thus the study of protein supercomplexes (74,75). Indeed, this technique is often
applied to analyze the activity of membrane-bound complexes in the ETC (76).

It is also possible to probe the activity of proteins residing in the soluble portion of
cellular fractions via BN-PAGE. Coupled to either phenazine methosulfate (PMS) or 2,6dichloroindophenol (DCIP), the reduction of iodonitrotetrazolium (INT) creates a pink formazan
precipitate at the location of the enzyme in-gel. This is particularly beneficial for the analysis of
NAD+ and NADP+-dependent dehydrogenases, as the reduction of these cofactors is directly
coupled to INT reduction. For instance, it is feasible to simultaneously compare the activities of
the NADPH-producing enzymes ICDH-NADP, malic enzyme (ME) and G6PDH, in order to
gauge their contribution to oxidative defense systems (77). Other enzyme families, such as
lyases, synthases and transminases, can also be analyzed as long as the reaction forms a product
that can be coupled to NAD(P)+-utilizing enzymes. For example, enzymes that form malate or
oxaloacetate can be subjected to BN-PAGE and studied by coupling their activity to that of
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exogenously-added MDH (51). Hence, in-gel activity assays following electrophoresis are
adaptable and allow the analysis of various metabolic pathways.

Once the activity band is visible, it is possible to perform an array of follow-up studies.
Excision of the band allows it to be processed by digestion and sequenced in order to identify the
protein composition. Two-dimensional SDS-PAGE, Western blots and HPLC analyses permit
the confirmation of enzymatic identity (73). While spectrophotometric studies allow the
quantitative analysis of enzymatic activity and reaction kinetics, these require several controls
and are not amenable to secondary studies. As such, the separation of heterogeneous protein
mixtures via BN-PAGE is a rapid and cost-effective method of purifying the enzyme of interest.

In this chapter, the ability of BN-PAGE to separate the various phosphoenolpyruvatedependent kinases is validated. The high-energy phosphate bond in PEP renders it ideal for the
generation of ATP by SLP. However, spectrophotometric assays for PK, PPDK and
phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (PEPS) fall short when all three kinases are present together in
biological systems. A simple means of separating these enzymes prior to activity analyses may
facilitate the means by which cellular bioenergetics are analyzed in living systems.
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Abstract
Phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)-dependent kinases are central to numerous metabolic
processes and mediate the production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) by substrate-level
phosphorylation (SLP). While pyruvate kinase (PK, EC: 2.7.1.40), the final enzyme of the
glycolytic pathway is critical in the anaerobic synthesis of ATP from ADP, pyruvate phosphate
dikinase (PPDK, EC: 2.7.9.1), and phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (PEPS, EC: 2.7.9.2) help
generate ATP from AMP coupled to PEP as a substrate. Here we demonstrate an inexpensive
and effective electrophoretic technology to determine the activities of these enzymes by bluenative polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE). The generation of pyruvate is linked to
exogenous lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and the oxidation of reduced nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NADH) coupled to 2,6-dichloroindophenol (DCIP) and iodonitrotetrazolium
chloride (INT) results in a formazan precipitate which is easily quantifiable. The selectivity of
the enzymes is ensured by including either AMP or ADP and pyrophosphate (PP i) or inorganic
phosphate (Pi). Activity bands were readily obtained after incubation in the respective reaction
mixtures for 20–30 min. Cell-free extract concentrations as low as 20 μg protein equivalent
yielded activity bands and substrate levels were manipulated to optimize sensitivity of this
analytical technique. High-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC), two-dimensional (2-D)
SDS-PAGE (where SDS is sodium dodecyl sulfate), and immunoblot studies of the excised
activity band help further characterize these PEP-dependent kinases. Furthermore, these enzymes
were readily identified on the same gel by incubating it sequentially in the respective reaction
mixtures. This technique provides a facile method to elucidate these kinases in biological
systems.
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Introduction
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is the universal energy currency in all organisms and
biological systems have essentially evolved three disparate mechanisms to generate this highenergy phosphate derivative (78-80). Both photophosphorylation and oxidative phosphorylation
invoke the participation of ATP synthase to produce ATP from an electrochemical gradient
(81,82). While the former evolves O2, the latter reduces O2 into H2O (80,83). Substrate-level
phosphorylation helps fix high-energy biochemicals into ATP, usually via a one-step enzymatic
reaction (84). This phenomenon has been observed in Trypanosoma brucei and Pseudomonas
fluorescens, which express an ADP-dependent isoform of succinyl-CoA synthase (SCS) to meet
the ATP requirements of these organisms (85,86).
Additionally, organisms can also fulfill their energy quota via upregulation of the
Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas pathway, which nets two ATP per molecule of glucose consumed
(87). Pyruvate kinase (PK) is an important component of this metabolic network as it transfers
the phosphate group of phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to ADP, yielding pyruvate and one ATP
(88). Several bacteria and some parasitic anaerobic eukaryotes utilize pyruvate phosphate
dikinase (PPDK), which catalyzes the same reaction as PK but with adenosine monophosphate
(AMP) and pyrophosphate (PPi) substituting for ADP (89-91). The rationale underlying the
switch to the PPi-dependent reaction appears to be energy efficiency, as a PPi-driven glycolytic
pathway can produce five ATP per glucose (92). Phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (PEPS)
catalyzes a comparable reaction to that of PPDK, except that inorganic phosphate (P i) is utilized
instead of PPi (93).
Traditionally, PEP-dependent kinases have been probed spectrophotometrically, with the
aid of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) as an auxiliary enzyme (93,94). The production of pyruvate
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is subsequently monitored via the oxidation of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH).
Despite their simplicity, spectrophotometric analyses suffer from several shortcomings, as they
require large amounts of sample and are subject to interference by endogenous LDH and other
competing enzymes in the cell-free extract. The accurate measurements of enzyme activity by
HPLC or by tracking radiolabeled substrates require high start up costs and a considerable
investment of time (95). To mitigate these issues, we have developed a facile blue-native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) technique to probe these three PEP-consuming
kinases. Here, we show how this simple tool can be applied to rapidly assess the activity of PEPdependent kinases in a biological system. The generation of pyruvate is coupled to exogenous
LDH, and the oxidation of NADH linked to 2,6-dichloroindophenol (DCIP) and
iodonitrotetrazolium chloride (INT) helps generate a formazan precipitate at the site of the
immobilized enzyme in the gel. This technique is specific, sensitive, and can identify these
kinases in a single gel. The effectiveness of this electrophoretic method in monitoring PEPdependent kinases under disparate culture conditions is also discussed.
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Material and methods
Cell culture
Pseudomonas fluorescens (ATCC 13525) was grown in a defined citrate media
consisting of 42 mM Na2HPO4, 22 mM KH2PO4, 15 mM NH4Cl, 0.8 mM MgSO4·7H2O, and 19
mM citrate per liter of deionized distilled water. Trace elements were added as previously
described and pH was adjusted to 6.8 using 2M NaOH. The media was dispensed into four
aliquots of 200 mL and two aliquots of 150 mL then autoclaved for 45 min (35). Reactive
nitrogen species (RNS) were introduced by addition of 10 mM sodium nitroprusside (SNP), a
nitric oxide donor prior to inoculation in the medium (stressed condition). Cells from this
medium were utilized to identify the three PEP-dependent enzymes in the same gel. The media
was inoculated using 1 mL of P. fluorescens grown to the stationary phase in control defined
citrate media (unstressed condition). Cultures were grown in an aerated gyratory water bath
shaker, model 76 (New Brunswick Scientific) at 26°C and 140 rpm. Cells were isolated at the
same growth period for analysis. Cell growth was monitored by measuring solubilized protein
content by the Bradford method using the Bio-Rad Protein Assay reagent on 10 mL aliquots of
culture (46).

Cellular fractionation
Bacteria were collected at the stationary stage of growth and resuspended in 500 μL of
cell

storage

buffer

(CSB;

50

mM

Tris-HCl

pH

7.3,

5

mM

MgCl2,

1

mM

phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride, and 1 mM dithiothreitol). Following the lysis of the microbial
cells via sonication and centrifugation at 180 000 × g for 3 h at 4°C, a soluble cytoplasmic
fraction and a membrane pellet were isolated. The membrane pellet was resuspended in 500 μL
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of CSB. The protein content in the soluble and membrane fractions was determined using the
Bradford assay (46).

BN-PAGE in-gel activity
BN-PAGE was performed following a modified method described previously (35,50).
Briefly, the membrane and cytosolic (soluble) fractions were prepared in a non-denaturing buffer
(50 mM Bis-Tris, 500 mM ε-aminocaproic acid, pH 7.0, 4°C) at a concentration of 4 μg/μL. A
final concentration of 1% maltoside was added to the membrane fractions to help solubilize
membrane-bound proteins and ensure optimal protein separation. A 4–16% gradient gel was
prepared with the Bio-Rad MiniProteanTM 2 system using 1 mm spacers. The final volume of
the resolving gel was 5.8 mL, half of which was a 4% v/v acrylamide solution (50 mM Bis-Tris
and 500 mM ε-aminoacproic acid [pH 7.0, 4°C]) and half of which was a 16% v/v acrylamide
solution (50 mM Bis-Tris, 500 mM ε-aminoacproic acid, and 10% glycerol pH 7.0, 4°C).
Gradient gels were formed using a gradient former (BioRad) and a peristaltic pump (Fisher).
Sixty micrograms of protein was loaded into each well and electrophoresed at 4°C under native
conditions at 80 V and 15 mA to ensure proper stacking. Once the protein reached the resolving
gel, the voltage was raised to 150 V at 15 mA until the protein migrated half way through the
gel. At the halfway mark the blue cathode buffer (50 mM Tricine, 15 mM Bis-Tris, 0.02%w/v
Coomassie G-250 [pH 7.0 at 4°C]) which aids in visualizing the running front was changed to a
colorless cathode buffer (50 mM Tricine, 15 mM Bis-Tris, 0.02%w/v Coomassie G-250 [pH 7 at
4°C]). After this point the gel was electrophoresed at 300 V and 25 mA for further migration
through the gel.
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Upon completion, the gel was equilibrated in reaction buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM
MgCl2 [pH 7.4]) for 15–30 min. The in-gel visualization of PEP dependent kinases was done by
coupling the formation of pyruvate to LDH in an enzyme linked assay. These enzymes were
located in the soluble cellular fraction. The addition of a solution containing PEP (5 mM),
NADH (0.5 mM), 10 units LDH, DCIP (16.7 μg/mL), INT (0.5 mg/mL), and reaction buffer
allowed for the oxidation of NADH via LDH to DCIP which in turn reduces INT at the site of
the immobilized enzyme in the gel. For PK, 0.5 mM of ADP was utilized while for PPDK, 0.5
mM AMP and 0.5 mM PPi was added. The PEPS reaction mixture was similar to the PPDK
except 1.0 mM Pi was included instead of PPi. Reactions were stopped using a destaining
solution (40% methanol, 10% glacial acetic acid) and quantified using the densitometry software
ImageJ for Windows. Coomassie staining ensured equal protein loading. Reactions performed
without the addition of a substrate or the addition of an inhibitor (5 mM NiCl 2) ensured
specificity of the reactions. Substrate and protein concentrations were varied in an effort to gauge
the sensitivity of this technique. In an effort to compare this electrophoretic procedure with the
established spectrophotometric assay, the soluble CFE (40 μg) was incubated in the reaction
mixture with or without 1 mM of AMP. The activity of PEPS was measured by monitoring the
production of pyruvate in the presence of LDH (10 units) and NADH (0.1 mM) (96). The
decrease in absorbance at 340 nm was recorded. The same amount of CFE (40 μg) was loaded on
the gel and following electrophoresis, activity bands were monitored upon incubation of the gel
in the reaction mixture with or without AMP at various time intervals.
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HPLC analysis
To aid in the further identification of the enzymes, the activity bands were precisely cut
out of the gel slab and placed in reaction mixtures specific to each kinase. After 30 min of
incubation, a 100 μL of the sample reaction mixture was diluted 100-fold in milli-Q water and
injected into an Alliance HPLC equipped with a C18 reverse-phase column (Synergi Hydro-RP;
4 μm; 250 × 4.6 mm, Phenomenex) operating at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min at ambient
temperature. A mobile phase consisting of 20 mM KH2PO4 (pH 2.9) was used to separate
organic acids, which were detected using a Waters dual absorbance detector at 210 nm.
Nucleotides were detected at 254 nm. Metabolites were identified using known standards, and
peaks were quantified using the Empower software (Waters Corporation).

Silver stain and immunoblot assays
Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was performed
as described in (51). For two-dimensional (2-D) assays activity bands were precisely excised
from the gel, incubated in denaturing buffer (1% β-mercaptoethanol, 5% SDS) for 30 min and
then loaded vertically into a 10% isocratic gel and electrophoresed at 80 V and 15 mA to allow
for stacking and resolution. Following the resolution of protein bands, the gel was subjected to
silver stain (97). For immunoblot assays, the proteins were electrophoretically transferred onto a
nitrocellulose membrane at 25 V and 80 mA at 4°C overnight. Nonspecific binding sites were
blocked using a Tris-Tween buffered saline solution (20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.8% NaCl, 1% Tween20 [pH 7.6]) with the addition of 5% nonfat skim milk for 1 h. After this blocking step, the
nitrocellulose membrane was incubated in primary antibody for 1 h, washed then incubated with
secondary antibody for an hour before visualization. Polyclonal antibodies for PPDK were a
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generous gift from Dr. Frédéric Bringaud (Université Bordeaux Segalen, France). Fluorescently
tagged secondary antibodies (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE, USA) allowed for visualization using an
Odyssey infrared imaging system (Li-Cor). Unless otherwise mentioned, all chemicals were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
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Results and discussion
The generation of ATP is necessary to accomplish functional work within the cell. While
photophosphorylation and oxidative phosphorylation can both produce this moiety with high
throughput, a portion of ATP is generated via the activity of PEP-dependent kinases. Under
oxidative stress, most organisms rely on increased glycolytic output to fulfill their energy need
(98,99). As there are three enzymes which may feasibly accomplish this role, we sought to
develop a method which could quickly and accurately gauge their individual activities. BNPAGE, due to its simplicity, is an ideal choice for evaluating PEP-dependent kinases. Exogenous
LDH is utilized to metabolize the pyruvate produced and the oxidation of NADH is coupled to
DCIP and INT to create a purple formazan precipitate in situ (Figure 4.1). Here, P.
fluorescens was grown in citrate-containing medium for 24 h and the soluble fraction was
isolated and probed for activity of PEP-dependent kinases.
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Figure 4.1 - A schematic depiction of the electrophoretic method to detect PEP-dependent
kinases (note: the formazan precipitate is formed at the site where the enzyme is localized in the
gel).
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PK, being the most common source of glycolytic ATP production, was the first enzyme
analyzed (100). In Figure 4.2 - A, we demonstrate the specificity of this method, as the activity
band indicative of PK was not present when the substrate was removed from the reaction
mixture. Furthermore, this precipitate was absent upon the addition of NiCl2, an inhibitor which
competes for the binding site of the essential cofactor Mg2+ (101). In order to further verify the
nature of this enzyme, the activity band attributed to PK was excised and placed in a reaction
mixture containing PEP and ADP. Indeed, after a 30 min incubation, the appearance of the
products pyruvate and ATP were evident by HPLC analysis (Figure 4.2 - B).
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Figure 4.2 - Identification of pyruvate kinase by BN-PAGE. Panel A: A representative in-gel
enzyme activity stain with a negative control (-PEP) and inhibitor (-NiCl2); Panel B: The activity
band from A was excised and incubated in the reaction mixture; substrates and products were
monitored by HPLC (n = 3; mean ± standard deviation).
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The effectiveness of this technique led us to explore its suitability to other PEPdependent kinases. By replacing ADP in the reaction mixture with AMP and sodium
pyrophosphate, we were able to detect the activity of PPDK in-gel. Using various protein
concentrations, we examined the sensitivity of this BN-PAGE method. A formazan precipitate
was visible after 30 min of incubation in the reaction mixture in a gel where as little as 40 μg of
protein was loaded (Figure 4.3 - A). It is important to note that as the incubation time increased,
the band intensity was also magnified. However, higher protein concentrations yielded activity
bands faster and time of incubation can be manipulated to obtain activity bands even with lower
protein concentrations (data not shown). In order to confirm that the activity in question was
indeed attributable to PPDK, bands were cut and loaded into a 2-D SDS-PAGE then subjected to
Western blot analysis. A single band with a molecular mass of approximately 60 kDa was
detected, thus confirming the purity of the enzyme (Figure 4.3 - B).
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Figure 4.3 - Monitoring of pyruvate, phosphate dikinase (PPDK) by BN-PAGE. Panel A:
Representative in-gel activity of PPDK at various protein concentrations. Panel B: Bands from
panel A were excised and loaded into an SDS denaturing gel and analyzed by Western blot.
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PEPS, an enzyme with both gluconeogenetic and glycolytic roles, was probed by
substituting Pi in the PPDK reaction mixture in lieu of PPi (93). The resulting activity band could
be visualized at a slightly lower molecular mass than PPDK in the native gel. The sensitivity of
this method in regards to substrate concentration was verified, with concentrations ranging from
1 to 5 mM. As seen in Figure 4.4 - A, band intensity increased with respect to PEP
concentration. Densitometry was performed using ImageJ for Windows. It appears that 3.5 mM
of PEP generates a strong band. When this concentration of PEP was utilized, activity bands
were observed even in gels where lower concentrations of protein were loaded (data not shown).
In living systems where all three enzymes may contribute to the ATP budget and may be
intricately regulated, this method can be utilized to ascertain the activity of each PEP-dependent
kinase in a single gel. SNP is an inorganic compound which donates nitric oxide in vivo (25,57).
When subjected to treatment with SNP, P. fluorescens reprograms its metabolism to circumvent
its noxious effect. Under nitrosative stess, P. fluorescens appeared to express all three enzymes.
Soluble cell-free extract from SNP-stressed cultures was utilized to obtain all three enzymes on
the same gel. In Figure 4.4 - B, the gel was first incubated in the reaction mixture for PK until an
activity band was visible. After washing with reaction buffer, the gel was subsequently placed in
the reaction mixture for PPDK until the appearance of an activity band. Following a second
washing, the same gel was incubated in reaction mixture for PEPS until its activity was
detectable.
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Figure 4.4 - BN-PAGE analysis of kinases generating ATP from PEP. Panel A: A
representative gel demonstrating the dependence of activity band intensity on substrate
concentration (note: 60 μg of protein was loaded and the incubation time was 30 min). Panel B:
A representative gel illustrating the activity of all three PEP-dependent kinases (note: following
the appearance of a given activity band, the gel was washed and sequentially re-incubated in
different reaction mixtures).
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Additionally, this electrophoretic technique can be utilized to compare these enzymatic
activities in organisms under disparate growth conditions. Under nitrosative stress, one of the
adaptations utilized by this organism is the upregulation of PEPS. In Figure 4.5 - A, 60 μg
protein equivalent from the control and SNP-treated bacteria was electrophoresed and incubated
in the PEPS reaction mixture for 30 min. A sharp band was observed only in the SNP-treated
cell-free extract. (Note: an activity band was barely discernable in the control after 1 h.) This is
indicative of the ability of the microbe to upregulate the activity of PEPS. The validity of this
finding was ascertained by comparing the activity stain to molecular mass standards and a
protein loading control stained with Coomassie R-250 dye. To further prove that this enzyme
was indeed PEPS, the ability of the excised gel to produce ATP from PEP, AMP, and P i was
confirmed by HPLC (data not shown). Furthermore, the activity band from A was cut and ran in
a 2-D SDS-PAGE. Silver staining was utilized to determine the expression levels of this enzyme.
A band with a molecular mass of approximately 75 kDa was detected (Figure 4.5 - B). This is
consistent with previous data showing that PEPS is a dimer of 77 kDa (102). The comparative
study of the BN-PAGE and spectrophotometric techniques revealed that the former is superior in
terms of specificity and sensitivity. While a decrease of absorbance was observed in the enzyme
coupled assay in the reaction mixture without the substrate AMP, no activity band was evident in
the gel incubated in a reaction mixture devoid of AMP (Figure 4.5 - C). Furthermore, the
densitometric readings of the activity bands had a sharp variation. The change of optical density
range appeared to be more pronounced in the absence of AMP, thus, revealing the unsuitability
of the spectrophotometric procedure. Similar results were obtained with PK and PPDK (data not
shown).
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Figure 4.5 - The biochemical application of this electrophoretic method. Panel A: The
detection of phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (PEPS) activity in soluble cell free extract from
control and SNP-stressed Pseudomonas fluorescens (note: equal loading was assured by staining
total protein with Coomassie blue R-250). Panel B: Activity bands from A were excised and
loaded into a SDS denaturing gel and protein levels were determined by silver stain. Panel C: A
comparative evaluation of the spectrophotometric and BN-PAGE techniques to monitor PEPS: I)
spectrophotometric detection of PEPS in cell free extract (pyruvate formation was assessed by
monitoring the decrease of NADH at 340 nm in the presence of LDH; n = 3, mean ± standard
deviation) II) BN-PAGE detection of PEPS (note: no activity was evident in the absence of
AMP. Similar results were obtained with PK and PPDK).
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Despite the increased time required to perform the BN-PAGE analysis versus
spectrophotometric assays, our method appears to be more effective, as it does not require prior
purification of the enzyme and is not subjected to interference from endogenous compounds.
Additionally, these in-gel activity assays differentiate between the PEP-dependent kinases, a
feature where classical methods fall short. This was demonstrated by the utilization of NADH in
the absence of a cofactor (Figure 4.5 - C). Although the spectrophotometric and BN-PAGE
techniques utilize similar enzyme and substrate concentrations, the latter allows for follow-up
studies of enzyme expression and characterization that are not possible using classical methods
(93,103,104). Hence, this BN-PAGE method exhibits numerous advantages to the
spectrophotometric analysis, an analytical technique that clearly appears to be ineffective in this
instance.
In summary, PEP-dependent kinases supply numerous organisms with a portion of their
ATP via substrate-level phosphorylation (SLP). This BN-PAGE technique affords a simple and
inexpensive tool which can be applied to readily assess the activity of these important ATPgenerating enzymes. Furthermore, once identified, the enzyme of interest can be subjected to 2-D
SDS-PAGE to study its expression levels using silver stain or Western blot analyses or further
purified for detailed molecular examination. Additionally, this technique can also be invoked to
screen PEP-dependent kinases in organisms subjected to various environmental conditions and to
evaluate if indeed SLP is an important contributor to their energy budget.
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Chapter 5: A citrate-degrading metabolon and phosphotransfer network to
counter nitrosative stress

The discovery that activity bands belonging to CL, PEPC and PPDK all migrate to the
same location in-gel was intriguing when one considers their disparate molecular masses. As
BN-PAGE allows the maintenance of protein-protein interactions, this led to the postulation that
these three enzymes may be physically linked. Multi-enzymatic complexes, or metabolons, are
thought to be pervasive in biological systems. However, their fragile nature renders it difficult to
study these complexes in vitro. The idea that sequential enzymes in metabolic pathways could
connect to each other dates back to the middle of the 20th century, when TCA cycle enzymes
were first isolated as aggregates (105). The reasoning behind the formation of such complexes,
as well as their scaffolding to cellular compartments, is sound and strongly supported by
metabolic control analysis (106). Firstly, metabolites which may be acted upon by more than one
enzyme are channelled to the proper product, thus minimizing their loss to other pathways.
Second, metabolons prevent the metabolite from mixing with the bulk phase of the cell, allowing
for high local substrate concentrations. Finally, they permit the sequestering of toxic or reactive
intermediates, hence minimizing their detrimental effects (107).
Although there are some examples of stable, high-affinity enzyme associations (e.g., the
bicarbonate transport metabolon), many of these supercomplexes are formed transiently, and fall
apart once the cell is broken (108,109). For instance, the six enzymes that catalyze purine
biosynthesis show no co-localization in vitro. However, fluorescent tagging demonstrates that
these enzymes form a cluster in vivo which is regulated by purine levels (110). More recently, it
has been shown that the enzymes MDH and ICDH of the TCA cycle form a complex in Bacillus
subtilis (111). While these two enzymes do not catalyze subsequent reactions, it is hypothesized
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that they may be part of a larger, globular structure that contains other TCA cycle enzymes.
What is most intriguing, however, are the specific stimuli involved in linking these two enzymes.
Only a combination of isocitrate, NADP and magnesium (Mg2+) could stimulate the formation of
the ICDH-MDH complex (111). This underscores the dynamic nature of metabolons and helps
explain why their existence, while theoretically conceivable, has eluded scientists. The
reductionist nature of most biochemical analyses cannot take into account the sheer number of
metabolites, cofactors and other moieties that may influence metabolon formation.
In this chapter, a novel metabolon consisting of CL, PEPC and PPDK, is explored. A
dysfunctional TCA cycle and ETC render it difficult to metabolize citrate and synthesize ATP
aerobically when the organism is exposed to nitrosative stress. PPDK, owing to its ability to
theoretically produce two ATP per molecule of PEP, is an excellent alternative to oxidative
phosphorylation. The means by which this metabolon associates and dissociates is described
herein. Additionally, enzymes which mediate the distribution of phosphate are studied, as these
may provide the organism with nucleotides and high-energy intermediates necessary to their
survival.
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Abstract
The transient assembly of protein supercomplexes known as metabolons is a
phenomenon that helps render metabolic networks efficient. Indeed, the interaction of sequential
enzymes in these metabolic modules contributes to an increase in metabolic flux owing to the
enhanced localized substrate concentration and channelling of substrates from one enzyme to
another.

While it is known that reactive nitrogen species (RNS) and the state of nitrosative

stress they trigger negatively affect tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle enzymes and oxidative
phosphorylation, there is a dearth of literature describing how microorganisms adapt to and
surmount this challenge. Here we identify a unique catabolic pathway acting on citrate and
producing ATP when Pseudomonas fluorescens is subjected to RNS treatment. The assembly of
citrate lyase (CL), phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC) and pyruvate phosphate dikinase
(PPDK), as monitored by co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) and blue native polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) permits the production of ATP when oxidative phosphorylation is
defective. Furthermore, the up-regulation of phosphotransfer networks consisting of adenylate
kinase (AK), acetate kinase (ACK) and nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NDPK) combined with
the lowered activity of inorganic pyrophosphatase (PPase) allows the storage of high-energy
phosphate while shifting to the use of pyrophosphate (PPi) as a source of chemical energy. The
molecular reengineering described herein provides further understanding of how metabolism
plays a key role in the adaptation to nitrosative stress, and reveals novel targets that will further
the development of antimicrobial agents to counter RNS-resistant pathogens.
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Introduction
ATP is the universal energy currency in all living organisms and its adequate supply is
central to the survival and propagation of life. This adenine moiety is commonly generated via
substrate-level phosphorylation (SLP), photophosphorylation and oxidative phosphorylation. In
aerobes, ATP stems predominantly from the latter (112). The NADH and FADH2 formed via the
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle provide the reductive potential necessary to synthesize the highenergy phosphate. If not immediately required to accomplish cellular work, this moiety can be
distributed throughout the cell in the form of high-energy compounds such as phosphocreatine,
acetyl-phosphate, polyphosphates, phosphorylated nucleosides and/or stored as energy reserves
in the form of carbohydrates and fatty acids (113,114).
In an effort to maximize the production of ATP during oxidative phosphorylation, an
intimate interaction between complex V, the ATP-synthesizing machine and various kinases
does exist (115,116). This allows for the rapid transfer of phosphate from ATP with the
concomitant formation of a high-energy compound and ADP. Indeed, such a system further
drives the ATP-making process. These phosphotransfer networks are crucial to the bioenergetics
of an organism, ensuring an intricate balance between ATP-generating and consuming processes.
In the absence of operative machinery mediated by the electron transport chain (ETC), the
generation of ATP must proceed through SLP. In this instance, cellular metabolism gives rise to
energy-rich phosphorylated compounds that are tapped as ATP (37). Phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)
and 1, 3- biphosphoglycerate are two key glycolytic intermediates that enable anaerobic
organisms to fulfill their energy needs (117,118).
Due to their reliance on redox metals, the complexes of the ETC present themselves as
ideal targets for free radicals within the cell (33,119). Nitrosative stress is known to severely
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hinder oxidative phosphorylation and hence the ability of organisms to derive their ATP needs
via this machinery (120). Therefore, if an organism subjected to these insults is to survive, it
must devise alternative ATP-producing strategies. Although a body of literature on the
detoxification of nitric oxide (NO) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) exists, the molecular
details on how organisms fulfill their ATP requirements during this challenge have yet to be
unraveled (24,121,122). In this study, we have examined the ability of the model microbe
Pseudomonas fluorescens to generate ATP in response to RNS-induced defective oxidative
phosphorylation. The assembly of a citrate-catabolizing supercomplex, in addition to the
increased activity of enzymes mediating the transfer of high-energy phosphate allow the microbe
to survive and proliferate despite the onslaught of RNS. The significance of metabolic networks
and phosphotransfer systems in maintaining ATP homeostasis is discussed. The targeting of
these enzymes in RNS-resistance microbes is also commented on.
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Materials and methods
Cell culturing and fractionation
Pseudomonas fluorescens 13525, obtained from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC), was cultured on 2% agar and grown in a phosphate mineral medium containing
Na2HPO4 (6 g), KH2PO4 (3 g), MgSO4.7H2O (0.2 g), NH4Cl (0.8 g), and citric acid (4 g) per litre
of distilled and deionized H2O (ddH2O). Trace elements were added to a final concentration of
1%, as described previously, and NaOH was utilized to adjust the pH to 6.8 prior to autoclaving
at 121oC for 20 min (85,123). One mL of P. fluorescens grown to stationary phase in a control
culture was introduced to 200 mL of media in an Erlenmeyer flask. Nitrosative stress was
initiated via the addition of the NO donors sodium nitroprusside (SNP, 10 mM) or diethylamine
NONOate (DEANO; 0.5, 1 mM) to the media (124,125). A second dose of DEANO was added
during the exponential growth phase (16 h) to maintain NO levels in the medium. Cultures
treated with SNP were grown alongside cultures with 10 mM sodium ferrocyanide as a control.
The latter has a similar structure to SNP minus the nitroso functional group (126). As DEANO
and SNP are both initiators of nitrosative stress and generated similar physiological results, they
were used interchangeably. Bacteria were grown and aerated on a gyratory water bath shaker
(Model 76; New Brunswick Scientific). After 24 h of growth, cells reached their stationary phase
and were isolated by centrifugation (10, 000 x g, 10 min, 4 oC). Pellets were washed with 0.85%
NaCl and re-suspended in cell storage buffer (CSB; 50 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM
phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride, pH 7.3).
Cell pellets were disrupted ultrasonically and then centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 30 min at
4 oC to remove intact bacteria. Soluble and membrane cell-free extracts (CFE) were then
obtained by centrifugation at 180,000 x g for 3 h. Purity of the fractions was assessed via the
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analysis of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) and complex IV activity in the soluble
and membrane portions, respectively. Protein quantities were ascertained in triplicate with
bovine serum albumin as a standard, using the Bradford assay (46). CFE fractions were prepared
immediately for in-gel activity assays and frozen at -20 oC for storage up to a maximum of 4
weeks.

Blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) in-gel activity assays
BN-PAGE and activity assays were performed as described (48,50). To ensure optimal
protein separation, 4-16% linear gradient gels were cast with the Bio-Rad MiniProteanTM 2
system using 1 mm spacers. Soluble CFE was prepared in a native buffer (50 mM Bis-Tris, 500
mM ε-aminocaproic acid, pH 7.0, 4 °C) at a final concentration of 4 mg of protein per ml.
Membrane CFE was prepared in a similar manner except β-dodecyl-D-maltoside was added at a
concentration of 1% to the preparation to facilitate the solubilization of membrane-bound
proteins. Equal protein loading was ensured by monitoring protein concentration using the
Bradford assay. Each well was loaded with 60 µg of protein prior to electrophoresis. The latter
was performed at 4 °C under native conditions at 80 V and 15 mA for proper stacking, followed
by 150 V and 25 mA until the migration of the proteins reached half way through the resolving
gel. At the halfway point, blue cathode buffer (50 mM Tricine, 15 mM Bis–Tris, 0.02% w/v
Coomassie G-250, pH 7 at 4 °C) was changed to a colorless cathode buffer (50 mM Tricine,
15 mM Bis–Tris, pH 7 at 4 °C). The electrophoresis was performed at 300 V and 25 mA beyond
this point. Following electrophoresis, gel slabs were equilibrated for 15 min in a reaction buffer
(25 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM MgCl2, at pH 7.4). Afterwards, enzyme activities were detected using
select reaction mixtures.
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The functionality of ETC complexes was ascertained as described (33,35). CL and PEPC
reaction mixtures were prepared, containing citrate and PEP as reactions substrates respectively,
as demonstrated in (120). PK and PPDK activity assays were performed as shown (127). The
activity of NDPK was probed using the enzymes hexokinase and G6PDH as elaborated in (128).
Acetate kinase (ACK) was analyzed in-gel with a reaction mixture consisting of 5 mM acetylphosphate, 1 mM ADP, 5 mM glucose, 10 units of G6PDH, 10 units of hexokinase, 1 mM
NADP, 0.2 mg/mL of phenazine methosulfate (PMS) and 0.4 mg/mL of iodonitrotetrazolium
(INT). ATP formation allows the synthesis of glucose-6-phosphate, which is coupled to G6PDH
activity, allowing NADP reduction and formazan precipitation at the site of the enzyme in situ.
Negative controls were performed without acetyl-phsophate or without glucose. Adenylate
kinase activity was discerned with a reaction mixture containing 10 mM ADP, 5 mM glucose,
0.5 mM NADP, 10 units of hexokinase, 10 units of G6PDH, 0.2 mg/mL of PMS and 0.4 mg/mL
of INT. Negative controls consisted of the same reaction mixture without ADP or without
glucose. PPase activity was monitored in-gel via the formation of a phosphomolybdate complex
with malachite green, as described (129). Destaining solution (40% methanol and 10% glacial
acetic acid) was used to terminate the reactions. Coomassie blue staining was applied to assure
equal protein loading. To identify optimal conditions for these reactions, substrate concentrations
and incubation times were varied. Select activity bands were submitted to densitometry using
ImageJ for Windows. All comparative experiments were performed at the late logarithmic phase
of growth. BSA (66 kDa) and ferritin (450 kDa) were used as molecular weight standards in a
separate lane of the BN-PAGE gel.
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Enzyme confirmation and metabolite analyses via HPLC
To evaluate the influence of nitrosative stress on metabolite levels, these were analyzed
by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Metabolites were separated using a C 18
column with a polar cap (3.5 μm, amide cap, 4.6 mm × 150 mm inside diameter, Symmetry
Column, Phenomenex®, Torrance, CA, USA). The mobile phase consisted of 20 mM
KH2PO4 (pH 2.9 with 6 N HCl) prepared in Milli-Q water and the column was eluted at a flow
rate of 0.7 ml/min at 25 °C. A 2 mg protein equivalent of soluble CFE from control and 1 mM
DEANO-treated cells was boiled for 5 min to precipitate protein prior to injection. Nucleotides
were detected at 254 nm, while organic acids were visualized at 210 nm using a Waters UVvisible detector. Metabolites were identified by spiking biological samples with known
standards, and peaks were quantified using the Empower software (Waters Corporation). The
HPLC was standardized using a five-point calibration prior to each injection protocol.
The BN-PAGE activity band belonging to CL/PEPC/PPDK was rinsed twice with
reaction buffer, excised from the gel and placed in reaction buffer containing 2 mM citrate, 0.5
mM AMP and 0.5 mM PPi. After 30 min of incubation, 100 μL of the sample was collected and
diluted ten-fold with Milli-Q water for HPLC analysis. While multiple time points were taken, a
30 min incubation afforded optimal results. Samples were injected immediately after the
reactions in order to minimize substrate and product degradation. A similar protocol was applied
to ascertain the nature of the activity band for AK. However, the reaction buffer solely contained
0.5 mM ADP, and was allowed to react with the enzyme for 45 min prior to injection.
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2D SDS-PAGE and Western blots
The activity band for CL/PEPC/PPDK was precision cut from the gel and incubated at
ambient temperature for 30 min in a denaturing solution of 1% (w/v) SDS and 1% (v/v) 2mercaptoethanol. The band was rinsed twice for 10 s with SDS-PAGE electrophoresis buffer (25
mM Tris-HCl, 192 mM glycine and 0.1% (w/v) SDS; pH 8.3) then placed vertically in the well
of a 10% isocratic SDS gel (8 x 7 cm). SDS-PAGE was performed according to a modified
protocol (130). Electrophoresis was conducted at 80 V at room temperature until the proteins
reached the separating gel. The voltage was then raised to 200 V until completion. The molecular
mass of proteins was assessed using the EZ-Run Prestained Recombinant Protein Ladder (Fisher
Scientific). Following electrophoresis, the proteins were transferred for 16 h at 25 V on to a
nitrocellulose membrane (Li-COR) for Western blots. Non-specific binding sites on the
membrane were blocked by treatment with 5% non-fat skim milk dissolved in TTBS [20 mM
Tris–HCl, 0.8% NaCl, 1% Tween-20 (pH7.6)] for 1 h. Primary antibodies directed toward PEPC
(Rabbit polyclonal; dilution: 1:500; Abcam), PPDK (Rabbit polyclonal; dilution: 1:1000;
generous gift from Dr. Frédéric Bringaud [Université Bordeaux Segalen, France]) and
phosphoserine/threonine/tyrosine (Mouse monoclonal; dilution: 1:200, Abcam) were diluted in
TTBS and incubated with the membrane for 1 h. The secondary antibodies consisted of donkey
anti-rabbit infrared (IR) 800-conjugated (LI-COR) and donkey anti-mouse IR 680-conjugated
(LI-COR) and were applied for 1 h in the dark in TTBS. Protein expression was documented
using an Odyssey Infrared Imager and accompanying software (LI-COR. Lincoln, NE, USA)
which detected an infrared signal from the conjugated secondary antibody at λexcitation=778nm,
λemission=795nm (IR 800) or λexcitation=676nm, λemission=693nm (IR 680).
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Metabolon analyses and dissociation
BN-PAGE in-gel assays for CL, PEPC and PPDK revealed an activity band at a similar
spot for all three enzymes, despite their disparate molecular masses. Incubation of this activity
band in a solution of citrate, AMP and PPi, as described above, did indeed generate pyruvate and
ATP. This intriguing finding prompted us to explore whether any post-translational
modifications may be involved in the formation of this metabolon. As such, bands were excised
and loaded into a SDS gel for immunoblot analyses. Antibodies versus acetylated lysine residues
(Rabbit polyclonal; dilution: 1:500; Abcam) and nitrosylated tyrosines (Mouse monoclonal;
dilution: 1:1400; Abcam) did not generate a signal. In an attempt to dissociate these three
enzymes, soluble CFE (at 4 mg protein/mL) was incubated with alkaline phosphatase (20 U) for
15 min at room temperature before BN-PAGE. Indeed, this proved effective, indicating that a
phosphorylation event was involved in metabolon formation. The link between proteins was
further explored via pull-down assays.

Co-immunoprecipitation
Pull-down experiments were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Abcam). Cell pellets were lysed in 100 μL lysis buffer (1% maltoside, 1 mg/mL BSA, pepstatin
A, leupeptin) for 60 min on ice with occasional vortexing. Agarose anti-IgG conjugates were
prepared by diluting them 1:1 in dilution buffer (1% maltoside, 1 mg/mL BSA). Ten μL of
agarose conjugates were added to lysed samples and left to incubate for 1 h at 4 oC with gentle
shaking to remove proteins which spontaneously bind to the agarose anti IgG conjugates.
Samples were centrifuged at 200 g for 1 min and the supernatant was saved. Ten µL of
polyclonal anti-PPDK or twenty uL of polyclonal anti-PEPC was added to the diluted lysate for
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1 h at 4oC with gentle shaking. Following incubation with the primary antibody, 50 μL of
agarose IgG conjugate was added per tube and allowed to incubate for 1h with gentle shaking at
4oC. Following incubation, samples were centrifuged at 200 g for 5 sec. The supernatant was
removed and the pellet was re-suspended in 500 μL of dilution buffer then centrifuged again at
200 g for 5 s. The supernatant was removed and the pellet was re-suspended in TBS and
centrifuged. Re-suspension and centrifugation was repeated one more time using a solution of
0.5M Tris at a pH of 6.8. The pellet was re-suspended in SDS-PAGE sample buffer and heated
for 5 min at 100oC. The sample was centrifuged at 200 g for 5 s and the supernatant was loaded
onto a 10% SDS gel. A Western blot was performed on PEPC or PPDK, as described above.

Recovery experiments and statistical analysis
The NO-mediated modulation of PPDK activity was further confirmed with regulation
experiments. Control cells grown in citrate medium for 24 h were transferred to a 10 mM SNPcontaining medium. Following an 8 h exposure, the cells were collected and processed for BN
PAGE as described above. Similar experiments were performed with 10 mM SNP-stressed cells
transferred into a control medium. Data were expressed as means ± standard deviations. All
experiments were performed in triplicate and biological duplicate.
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Results
Pseudomonas fluorescens was grown in a citrate medium with or without a NO donor
until the culture reached its stationary phase, as measured by Bradford assay. At this point,
bacteria were spun out of solution by centrifugation and the pellets submitted to sonication to
separate the soluble and membrane fractions. The latter was prepared for BN-PAGE in order to
ascertain the effect of NO on the ETC. Indeed, the addition of SNP or DEANO to the growth
medium severely impeded complex I, II and IV, as visualized by in-gel activity assays (Figure
5.1 - A). Given the repercussions of a defective ETC, the cytoplasm was subjected to HPLC
analysis with a UV-visible detector set to 254 nm to identify nucleotides. While ADP and ATP
levels in the RNS-treated cells were diminished, there was a slight increase in AMP and a large
increase in pyrophosphate, as seen in chromatograms (Figure 5.1 - B). The large decrease in
ATP relative to ADP may be indicative of mechanisms responsible for the storage of the former.
Indeed, phosphowires are often utilized to store high-energy phosphate in the form of
phosphocreatine and acetyl-phosphate, among others (116). These data suggest that nitrosative
stress triggers a shift in the bioenergetics of the organism.
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Figure 5.1 - Nucleotide and ETC analysis in P. fluorescens exposed to nitrosative stress. A;
In-gel activity assays of protein complexes from the electron transport chain (-, untreated;
+DEANO, 1 mM diethylamine NONOate, +SFC, 10 mM sodium ferrocyanide; +SNP, 10 mM
sodium nitroprusside). Images shown are representative gels; n=3. B; Representative
chromatographs displaying nucleotide levels in soluble cell free extract from P. fluorescens
grown in control cultures and 1 mM DEANO-containing cultures; n=3.
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We have previously shown that, to counteract the detrimental effects of RNS on oxidative
phosphorylation, the microbe up-regulates the activity and expression of CL in order to bypass
the TCA cycle and generate energy in an anaerobic manner (120). Here, it can be seen that CL
and PEPC activities are sharply increased in order to generate the high-energy compound PEP
when the microbe undergoes treatment with DEANO (Figure 5.2 - A). PK, the usual candidate
for the production of pyruvate and ATP, was noticeably inactive in the stress, whereas PPDK
was up-regulated in the DEANO-treated cultures (Figure 5.2 - B, i). This shift was apparent with
the NO donor SNP as well. Reaction substrates, such as PEP, were routinely omitted from the ingel activity assays to serve as a negative control. (Figure 5.2 - B, ii). To confirm that NO donors
were indeed triggering the metabolic reconfiguration, regulation experiments were performed.
Cells cultured to the stationary phase with SNP were transferred to control medium for 8 h and
vice versa. As shown, PPDK activity was lowered as the cells returned to an untreated
environment (Figure 5.2 - B, iii).
The primary advantage of the BN-PAGE system is that proteins remain in their native
state, allowing the study of their interactions with other biomolecules as they would occur in vivo
(131,132). The lowered activity of aconitase, a consequence of intracellular RNS, causes an upregulation of CL, PEPC, and PPDK. Despite the disparate molecular masses of these enzymes,
in-gel activity assays display a distinct formazan band in the stress at the same location for all
three. This observation led us to hypothesize that these proteins were cooperating in the form of
a metabolon. To confirm this, the band was excised from the native gel and incubated in a
solution containing citrate, AMP and PPi. After 30 min, the reaction mixture was subjected to
HPLC analysis for the presence of reaction products. Indeed, the concentration of substrates was
lowered and there was an appearance of distinct peaks characteristic of PEP, pyruvate, ATP and
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oxaloacetate (Figure 5.2 - C). The possibility of a physical link between the three enzymes
prompted us to immunoprecipitate PEPC to analyze the presence of attached proteins. Although
antibodies against bacterial CL are not commercially available, PPDK was readily identified via
Western blot. PEPC was also detected when PPDK was pulled down, while neither enzyme was
detected in the control cells. (Figure 5.2 - D).
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Figure 5.2 - Citrate catabolism and metabolon formation. A; Enzymes participating in the
metabolism of citrate were probed by BN-PAGE in control (-) and 1 mM DEANO-treated
cultures (CL, citrate lyase; PEPC, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase). B; i) The activity of
phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent kinases was analyzed in-gel. ii) Reaction mixture without
phosphoenolpyruvate served as a negative control. iii) PPDK activity subsequent to regulation
experiments. Control cells were incubated in 10 mM SNP-containing medium for 8 h and vice
versa prior to activity assays. iv) PPDK dose response with DEANO. C; The activity band for
CL was excised from the gel and incubated in reaction buffer containing 2 mM citrate, 0.5 mM
AMP and 0.5 mM PPi. Consumption of the substrates and appearance of products was monitored
by HPLC. n=3 ± standard deviation. D; Soluble CFE from control and SNP-treated cultures was
utilized for immunoprecipitation (IP) using antibodies against PEPC or PPDK. The
immunoprecipitates were separated on 10% SDS-PAGE, transferred and an immunoblot (IB)
was performed to analyze bound proteins (PEPC, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase; PK,
pyruvate kinase; PPDK, pyruvate phosphate dikinase) Images shown are representative gels;
n=3. ImageJ for Windows was used to perform densitometry.
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The assembly of metabolons is often transient, and brought about by distinct posttranslational modifications (111,133). This allows them to form rapidly and come apart when the
needs of the cell are met. Incubation of the soluble fraction of the organism with alkaline
phosphatase for 15 min prior to BN-PAGE was applied to separate the three enzymes. Following
this treatment, CL and PEPC activity bands were identified at their respective molecular mass
lower in the gel in comparison to when they migrated as a metabolon (Figure 5.3 - A). PPDK
activity was noticeably absent after dephosphorylation, thus indicating the importance of this
modification to the function of the enzyme. To demonstrate this finding, the band for PPDK was
excised and run through a SDS-PAGE gel. Both antibodies against PPDK and antibodies against
phosphorylated amino acid residues generated a yellow signal at 60 kDA, the reported molecular
mass of this enzyme (Figure 5.3 - B). PPDK and phosphorylated proteins could be detected
separately in the green (800 nm) and red (680 nm) channels, respectively (Figure 5.3 - C).
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Figure 5.3 - Metabolon phosphorylation and dissociation. A; CL, PEPC and PPDK were
probed with their respective reaction mixtures and activity bands were identified at a similar spot
in the gel (top). Soluble CFE treated with 20 U of alkaline phosphatase for 15 min prior to BNPAGE was loaded into wells and activity assays were performed after electrophoresis. CL and
PEPC appeared lower in the gel after treatment, while PPDK activity was notably absent (1,
Control; 2, 10 mM SNP-treated). B; The band attributed to PPDK was excised and loaded into a
10 % SDS gel. Following electrophoresis and protein transfer, the membrane was submitted to
Western blot analysis. Anti-PPDK antibodies (green-800 nm) and antibodies versus
phosphoserine/threonine/tyrosine (red -680 nm) were applied and a yellow band was generated
using IR-tagged secondary antibodies. C; A band at 60 kDa, the reported molecular weight of
PPDK, was visible in both channels. Images shown are representative gels; n=4.
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Activity assays were applied to measure the activity of phosphotransfer enzymes in the
cell, as these allow for the storage of high-energy phosphate (116). Acetate kinase, which
phosphorylates acetate and thus facilitates the production of acetyl-CoA, was found to be upregulated in the stressed cells (Figure 5.4 - A). NDPK allows the transfer of high energy
phosphate between nucleosides and also displayed higher activity than the control cultures
(Figure 5.4 - A). PPase, which catalyzes the breakdown of PPi into two phosphate ions, was
analyzed in order to understand why PPi levels were elevated in the NO-treated cultures. Indeed,
this enzyme had diminished activity in the stressed cells (Figure 5.4 - A). Adenylate kinase,
which takes two ADP molecules and generates ATP and AMP, also had higher activity in the
RNS-treated cultures (Figure 5.4 - A). To ascertain the nature of the enzyme, activity bands are
routinely excised and incubated in their respective substrates. The band indicative of AK was cut
out of the gel from the control (Figure 5.4 - B, i) and SNP-treated (Figure 5.4 - B, ii) lanes and
incubated in 1 mM ADP for 45 min. As seen in the chromatograms, ADP was consumed quicker
in the SNP-treated cells, and the appearance of ATP and AMP was more pronounced, indicating
an increased activity of the enzyme.
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Figure 5.4 - Nucleotide production and phosphotransfer networks. A; The activity of various
phosphotransfer enzymes was monitored in-gel. ImageJ for Windows was used to perform
densitometry (AK, adenylate kinase; NDPK, nucleoside diphosphate kinase; PPase, inorganic
pyrophosphatase). Gels are representative; n = 3. B; The activity band for AK from control (i)
and 10 mM SNP-treated (ii) cells was excised and incubated in a solution of 0.5 mM ADP for 45
min. The appearance of products was monitored by HPLC; n=3 ± standard deviation.
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Discussion
The data presented here describe a novel metabolic pathway for the anaerobic catabolism
of citrate (Figure 5.5). Nitrosative stress brings about the assembly of CL, PEPC and PPDK,
three enzymes which allow the production of ATP when the ETC of P. fluorescens is defective.
It is a common perception that enzymes diffuse freely in biological systems, catalyzing their
respective reactions when metabolites interact with them via passive diffusion. However, the
formation of enzyme or protein aggregates is a more likely event as these enable metabolic
networks to be more proficient. The benefits of such an arrangement are numerous. The close
proximity between sequential enzymes allows the product of one reaction to be channeled to the
next without equilibrating with the bulk cellular fluid. Such an event also assures a greater
degree of specificity, allowing metabolites that are acted upon by a number of proteins to be
funneled towards the desired end product. Indeed, these protein-protein interactions may allow
certain reactions to transpire in vivo that would not occur if the enzyme was unaccompanied
(108,134,135). Although these interactions are usually fragile and difficult to study, techniques
such as BN-PAGE afford a potent tool to decipher these metabolons (109,135)
It has long been known that the presence of heme groups and iron-sulfur clusters within
the electron transport chain render these complexes susceptible to oxidative and nitrosative
stress. Indeed, this vulnerability underlies the success of white blood cells and their ability to
subdue invading pathogens, as the formation of noxious radicals by NADPH oxidase and
inducible nitric oxide synthase are key tools in combatting infectious microbes (136,137). Here,
we show that the presence of SNP or DEANO in the growth medium has a detrimental effect on
ATP-formation via oxidative phosphorylation, as visualized by in-gel enzyme activity assays and
HPLC. Previous studies have reported that, under nitrosative stress, the microbe survives by
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rerouting citrate away from the tricarboxylic acid cycle using CL in an effort to generate ATP
anaerobically (120). This metabolic shift is to be expected, since the first three enzymes of the
TCA cycle are sensitive to free radicals, as evidenced by their reduced activity (120,138-140).
We postulated that, on the basis of their migration together in the BN-PAGE unit, CL, PEPC and
PPDK were acting in tandem, thus presenting a means by which ATP could be generated
efficiently for the survival of the organism (120). Incubation of the band from the in-gel activity
assay with the proper substrates and co-immunoprecipitation were applied to confirm this
hypothesis. Initial attempts to understand how this supercomplex was assembled in vivo included
Western blots to analyze the presence of acetylated or nitrosylated residues on the proteins,
moieties that are expected given the environmental conditions of the cell. However, these
modifications were not found (data not shown). Incubation of the soluble cell free extract with
alkaline phosphatase prior to performing BN-PAGE was effective in separating the metabolon,
indicating that a phosphorylation event is responsible for bringing these proteins in close contact.
Indeed, this post-translational modification also appears to be responsible for the increase in
PPDK activity. Although we are the first to report on this unique multiprotein complex designed
to generate ATP, others have described metabolons involving glycolytic and TCA cycle
enzymes, thus lending further support to the notion that metabolic enzymes rarely function
unaccompanied in biological systems (135,141,142).
It is of interest to note that, whereas CL and PEPC mediate the conversion of citrate into
the high-energy intermediate PEP, it is PPDK which converts this moiety into pyruvate and ATP,
a role normally fulfilled by PK. While the latter utilizes ADP as a cofactor for this reaction,
PPDK employs AMP and PPi. The substitution of PPDK for PK is immensely beneficial to the
organism, especially in conditions where oxidative phosphorylation is rendered inadequate. This
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dikinase is more commonly found in plants and anaerobic parasites such as Trypanosoma spp.
and Entamoeba spp., where it presents itself as a novel therapeutic target due to the lack of
PPDK analogues in mammalian systems (92,143). Energy efficiency may be an important
consideration behind the preference for PPDK, as this enzyme can utilize PP i instead of ADP.
The participation of PPDK, coupled to the activity of adenylate kinase, permits the production of
two ATP per molecule of PEP, while traditional glycolysis can only generate one (144). Under
energy-limiting conditions, such as those invoked by the inactivation of the electron transport
chain, this adaptation becomes vital.
Indeed, both PPDK and AK display increased activity in our system when exposed to NO
stress. For this stratagem to remain sustainable, the maintenance of a PPi pool is required to drive
this reaction forward. Pyrophosphate is formed as a byproduct in a plethora of synthetic
reactions, such as those involved in the synthesis of macromolecules like DNA and proteins
(145). However, the energy stored in the anhydride bond of PPi is not utilized as the ubiquitous
inorganic pyrophosphatase (PPase) immediately hydrolyses this compound to P i (146). Here, the
down-regulation of PPase activity would certainly allow the PPi concentration in the cell to
remain elevated in an effort to propel PPDK activity. It is not unlikely that the increase in
intracellular PPi inactivates PK, as the former is known to be an allosteric inhibitor of this
enzyme (145). The increased activities of phosphotransfer enzymes such as AK and NDPK,
which allow the storage and distribution of high-energy phosphate, would also drive the
continued activity of PPDK while fulfilling the need for nucleotides in cellular division. Indeed,
the existence of phosphowires allows for the proper functioning of complex V. In this instance,
ADP is converted into ATP and the energy shuttled via AK, NDPK as well as creatine kinase
(116).
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In conclusion, this report reveals how an intricate arrangement involving CL, PEPC and
PPDK allows for the effective generation of ATP when oxidative phosphorylation is
compromised by nitrosative stress. This metabolon that appears to hinge on the alkaline
phosphatase-sensitive PPDK mediates the conversion of citrate into pyruvate and ATP with the
participation of AMP and PPi. A phosphotransfer system propelled by ACK, NDPK and AK
generates various high-energy compounds with the concomitant formation of AMP, a key
ingredient that fuels the metabolon. The pivotal role metabolism and this multi-enzyme complex
play in the survival of this microbe provide important therapeutic cues against RNS-resistant
bacteria.
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Figure 5.5 - Bioenergetics in Pseudomonas fluorescens exposed to nitrosative stress. A
metabolon involving CL, PEPC and PPDK is assembled by the organism to effectively produce
ATP, while phosphotransfer networks permit the storage of this crucial moiety
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Chapter 6: Contributions to other research

The role of PPDK in ATP production by SLP when P. fluorescens is exposed to
nitrosative stress prompted the further exploration of this enzyme and its importance to the
general stress response. Indeed, the activity of this enzyme is increased upon exposure to metal
pollutants as well as in different growth media (unpublished results). It would appear as though
the primary factors underlying the increase in PPDK activity are a dysfunctional ETC in
conjunction with a completely defective ACN. When the latter retains partial functionality, it is
possible to catabolize citrate using the increased activities of ICL and ICDH-NADP, enzymes
which act in tandem to pull this metabolite through a variant TCA cycle. There, ATP can be
produced by SLP using the activity of succinyl-CoA synthase, as described (38). The activity of
phosphotransfer networks, consisting of such enzymes as acetate kinase and adenylate kinase,
has also been assessed using the work described herein (unpublished results).
The ability to gauge the activity of PEP-dependent kinases via BN-PAGE granted a better
understanding of how pyruvate was being pooled under oxidative stress in P. fluorescens. The
combined up-regulation of PEPS and down-regulation of PDH displayed by the organism has
biotechnological applications in the environmentally friendly production of this keto-acid (33).
The ability of the microbe to re-engineer metabolic networks without the need for genetic
modification is of key importance, as it avoids the negative stigma that often comes with the
introduction of new organisms in the environment (38).
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BN-PAGE affords us an inexpensive means to analyze the activity of multiple enzymes
simultaneously. As PEP-dependent kinases were probed using LDH as a coupling enzyme, it was
postulated that transaminases and enzymes mediated nitrogen homeostasis could be visualized
with GDH as a linker. Indeed, alanine, aspartate and glycine transaminases could all be studied
using in-gel activity assays following electrophoresis (147). The proficiency by which metabolic
perturbations are detected using BN-PAGE renders this an ideal method to analyze metalassociated diseases. As these, and other disorders, are often characterized by a dearth of ATP
production due to a dysfunctional ETC, it is possible to use this technique to visualize the
defective complexes of oxidative phosphorylation as well as enzymes which allow the organism
to overcome these noxious effects (73,148).
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and future directions
Since its discovery, the role of NO in living systems has puzzled researchers. The notion
that a gaseous free radical, reactive by nature, could have such distinct and precise functions in
disparate biological compartments is intriguing indeed. The ability of macrophages to engulf and
isolate foreign organisms by phagocytosis renders them ideal effectors in the defense against
microbial invaders. The concerted efforts of iNOS and NADPH oxidase in these specialized
cells generate an oxidative burst, thus creating an environment ill-suited to the growth of fungi
and bacterial pathogens. If an organism is to survive this onslaught, it must find a means to
detoxify these noxious moieties and circumvent their effects on cellular processes. In this work,
P. fluorescens is exposed to NO and RNS, a situation that hinders the TCA cycle and ATP
production via the ETC, thus arresting central metabolism. To counter this, citrate is diverted
away from this metabolic nodule using a metabolon consisting of CL, PEPC and PPDK. This
stratagem allows the microbe to generate ATP by SLP, effectively shifting to an anaerobic
lifestyle.
The premise of this work was to identify the cellular mechanisms by which bacteria adapt
to RNS, as these may present themselves as novel targets for the development of antimicrobials.
While P. fluorescens itself is rarely pathogenic, it serves as a good model for the metabolic
versatility displayed by pseudomonads, and is a close relative of the highly infectious
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (149-151). Since CL, PEPC and PPDK, as well as the metabolon they
form have no known mammalian analogues, these present themselves as good therapeutic
targets. However, the design of inhibitors for these proteins comes at a risk. Most drugs,
including the majority of commercially-available antibiotics, function on the basis of their
similarity to the actual enzymatic substrate. For instance, β-lactam antibiotics, such as penicillin
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derivatives and cephalosporins, structurally mimic D-alanyl-D-alanine. These are the terminal
amino acid residues on the precursor molecule N-acetylmuramic acid of peptidoglycan, the
polymer forming the cell wall of bacteria. The structural similarity between the β-lactam nucleus
of the antibiotic and D-alanyl-D-alanine allows the former to irreversibly bind the active site of
penicillin binding proteins, enzymes which finalize the production of peptidoglycan. This, in
turn, causes the degradation of the bacterial cell wall and subsequent death of the microbe (152).
Although CL, PEPC and PPDK are absent in humans, their substrates (citrate,
oxaloacetate and PEP, respectively) are important to a number of metabolic hubs. As such,
inhibitors based on analogues to these compounds would not be viable therapies against bacterial
infections. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of protein structures and their catalytic
mechanism would be necessary to design an inhibitor that could subdue this metabolon without
adversely affecting host cells. Over the course of the research project presented here, such
modeling and docking studies have been performed on PPDK.
PPDK, owing to its presence in C4 plants and numerous bacterial or protozoan human
pathogens, has long been recognized as a target for the development of herbicides and antibiotics
(143,153). The dikinase is also present in bacterial plant pathogens of the genus Phytophthora, a
family responsible for agricultural crop damage (154). As there is no amino acid sequence
homology between bacterial PPDK and eukaryotic PK, there is potential to design a highly
specific inhibitor (153). More specifically, researchers are targeting the N-terminal domain
active site, which catalyzes the first two partial reactions (PPDK + ATP + P i ⇔ PPDK-PP +
AMP + Pi ⇔ PPDK-P + AMP + PPi). As has been shown before, it is possible to use tightbinding space-filling ligands to block ATP binding on specific kinases (155). The results of
docking studies and inhibitor screening point to alkyldihydroxyflavones as potential candidates
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for the disruption of PPDK activity. As predicted, 4’-aminobutyl-flavone was a potent
competitive inhibitor of this enzyme. Furthermore, it was selective for PPDK, showing no
activity against hexokinase, myokinase or acetate kinase at a concentration of 129 µM. While
there was inhibitory activity against PK, the Ki of 34 µM is 20-fold higher than that for PPDK
(156). It would be of interest to see if these compounds have any activity against the dikinase in
vivo. In this instance, the potential to inhibit PPDK may slow or halt the growth of P.
fluorescens, thus killing the organism or causing the dissociation of the metabolon and forcing it
to generate ATP in another manner.
As pseudomonads preferentially consume organic acids, the growth medium for these
studies contained citrate as the sole source of carbon. This, however, is a reductive scenario not
representative of any environment in which the microbe may be found. To ascertain the
importance of PPDK in the adaptation to nitrosative stress, P. fluorescens was grown in media
with alternative carbon sources. These include alanine, lactate, glutamine, glutamate, aspartate
and malate. Indeed, in each of these scenarios, exposure to NO manifested itself by a decrease in
the activity of ETC complexes and an increase in PPDK activity (Appendix 1). More extensive
studies were performed with glucose as the sole source of carbon. In the untreated cells, this
hexose is phosphorylated using an ATP-dependent hexokinase, as per the Embden-Meyerhof
pathway (157). However, exposure to NO leads to a down-regulation of this enzyme, and a
possible increase in the activity of an ADP-dependent glucokinase, although this requires further
investigation (Appendix 2). The latter would not be out of the realm of possibility, as the
enzyme has been discovered previously in other organisms (158,159). Such a shift would allow
the bacterium to economize ATP, a necessity when faced with a defective ETC. In mammals,
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ADP-dependent glucokinase is postulated to play a role in preserving ATP during clinicallyrelevant conditions such as ischemia and hypoxia (158).
The work published here was undertaken using a functional proteomic approach. As
such, enzymatic activity was measured directly rather than surmised on the basis of genetic
studies. Nonetheless, transcriptome comparisons via microarrays are beneficial for their ability to
identify the complete set of genes that are up- and down-regulated in response to NO exposure
(31,160). P. fluorescens was exposed to SNP and collected at the stationary phase of growth. At
this time, RNA was isolated and a microarray was performed on the complete genome of the
organism. Genes that were expressed 0.5 fold or lower and 1.5 fold and above relative to the
control were analyzed with the supposition that these would correlate with the results of the
activity assays and Western blots performed previously (Appendix 3). However, there was no
evidence at this level of discourse that would explain the increased activity of CL, PEPC, PPDK
or the phosphotransfer enzymes. This underscores a key shortcoming of genomic studies. Put
simply, many biologically important phenomena don’t manifest themselves at the RNA level.
Proteins are subject to a number of post-translational modifications including, but not limited to,
glycosylation, acetylation, methylation and phosphorylation. These are particularly important in
controlling metabolic flux. For instance, in Salmonella enterica, 90% of the enzymes found in
central metabolism are acetylated. The latter modification is crucial to the catabolism of various
carbon sources and in shuttling compounds to the proper metabolic nodules (161). As such,
whole genome studies can be used to identify potential molecular targets for drug development,
but should only be used as the basis for later confirmatory experiments.
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Of the P. fluorescens genes that are highly expressed under NO treatment, a few would
be excellent candidates for future studies. Guanine deaminase and xanthine dehydrogenase, two
enzymes that are approximately 2 fold higher in expression, may be working in tandem to
generate urate. This moiety has been shown to be a potent scavenger of ONOO-, and may help
the bacteria mitigate the noxious effects of this compound (162). The increased activity of
alanine racemase, which catalyzes the conversion between L- and D- isoforms of this amino
acid, may have implications in cell wall organization as D-alanine is an essential element of
peptidoglycan (163). Interestingly, the increased expression of cytochrome d ubiquinol oxidase
may give the bacterium an alternative option for the generation of ATP, as complex IV is
inactivated by nitrosative stress. More importantly, cytochrome d ubiquinol oxidase has been
identified as a means by which pathogens protect themselves against the NO-mediated host
immune response (164,165). Finally, the increased activity of ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase could
play an important role in generating the reducing agent NADPH (166). The latter is a necessary
cofactor for GSNOR and glutathione reductase, allowing these enzymes to regenerate GSH for
the scavenging of ROS and RNS.
The work presented here identifies key mechanisms by which P. fluorescens circumvents
the danger posed by NO and its derivatives, collectively known as RNS. Exposure to SNP or
DEANO disables critical components of the TCA cycle and ETC, an event that has important
ramifications on the bioenergetics of the organism. The activation of known RNS defense
systems, consisting of such enzymes as NIR, NR and GSNOR, allows the organism to detoxify
these compounds but does not explain how microbes circumvent defects in aerobic metabolism.
This research project provides evidence of an alternative route for citrate metabolism consisting
of the prokaryotic enzymes CL, PEPC and PPDK, of which the activities could not be predicted
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on the basis of transcriptome studies alone. The convergence of these three proteins in a
metabolon conformation is postulated to increase the efficiency of citrate catabolism and allows
the organism to harvest the bond energy present in PPi for the generation of the molecular unit of
currency, ATP. This holistic approach to the biomolecular effects of environmental stressors
affords us new insights into the adaptability of microbial systems (Figure 7.1). The means by
which bacteria adapt to NO and RNS, key components of innate immunity, may reveal new
therapeutic targets for the development of antibiotics. As we approach an era where our most
potent drugs are rendered inadequate by rampant resistance, increased research on bacterial
physiology and metabolism is of utmost importance.

Figure 7.1 – Holistic approach to adaptation in living systems. Figure demonstrating the
contributions of the work described here to our knowledge of mechanisms by which microbes
adapt to and counteract the effects of NO and nitrosative stress.
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Appendix I: Nitrosative stress and alternate carbon sources

Figure 9.1 – PPDK in-gel activity assays. P. fluorescens was grown in media minus citrate
containing the labeled substrate as the sole source of carbon (19 mM). Following the isolation of
CFE and BN-PAGE, PPDK was probed in-gel using the aforementioned reaction mixture.
Representative gels; n = 3.
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Figure 9.2 – Complex IV in-gel activity assays. P. fluorescens was grown in media minus
citrate containing the labeled substrate as the sole source of carbon (19 mM). Following the
isolation of CFE and BN-PAGE, Complex IV was probed in-gel using the aforementioned
reaction mixture. Representative gels; n = 3 (Note: oxidized diaminobenzidine appears as a
brown color).
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Appendix II: Nitrosative stress and glucose consumption

Figure 9.3 – In-gel activity assays from P. fluorescens grown on glucose. P. fluorescens was
grown in media minus citrate containing glucose as the sole source of carbon (19 mM).
Following the isolation of CFE and BN-PAGE, various enzymes were probed. Representative
gels; n = 3
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Appendix III: Effects of nitrosative stress on the transcriptome
Table 9.1 – Microarray analysis of P. fluorescens exposed to 10 mM SNP.
Gene ID

Product

PFL_1239

cobalamin
biosynthesis protein
CobD
diacylglycerol kinase

0.37

TfoX C-terminal
domain superfamily
ribose operon
repressor

0.4

PFL_5261
PFL_2104
PFL_1661

PFL_4428

Expression VS control

Fold change

0.39

0.41

0.37

PFL_4308

probable permease of
ABC transporter
PA0204
2-dehydropantoate 2reductase
electron transfer
flavoprotein, beta
subunit
ribosomal protein S1

PFL_3043

flaA2 protein (flaA2)

1.59

PFL_2805

oxidoreductase, short
chain

1.59

PFL_5631

ribulose-phosphate 3epimerase

1.60

PFL_3731

cytochrome d
ubiquinol oxidase,
subunit I

1.60

PFL_4426

cobyric acid synthase
CobQ

1.60

PFL_5663

RNA polymerase
sigma factor RpoD

1.61

PFL_4776
PFL_1819

1.59
1.59

1.59
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PFL_1791

maf protein

1.61

PFL_2529

1.62

PFL_4773

RNA polymerase
sigma-70 factor, ECF
subfamily
porin D

PFL_4896

ribosomal protein L31

1.64

PFL_3897

isocitrate lyase

1.66

PFL_4203

chemotaxis protein
CheV

1.66

PFL_4268

transcriptional
regulator CysB

1.67

PFL_6003

DNA-binding
response regulator
AlgR

1.67

PFL_1094

ribosomal protein S16

1.68

PFL_6049

ribosomal protein L28

1.68

PFL_3886

ATP-dependent Clp
protease adaptor
protein ClpS
ATP-dependent clp
protease, ATPbinding subunit
alanine racemase

1.68

amino acid ABC
transporter,
periplasmic
translation elongation
factor Tu

1.70

PFL_6142

transcriptional
regulator, AraC
family

1.72

PFL_4644

temperature
acclimation protein b

1.73

PFL_3885

PFL_6036
PFL_2360

PFL_5597

1.62

1.68

1.69

1.71
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PFL_2112

translation initiation
factor IF-3

1.76

PFL_2101

ribose ABC
transporter,
periplasmic

1.80

PFL_3064

enoyl-CoA
hydratase/isomerase
FadB1x
guanine deaminase

1.82

xanthine
dehydrogenase, XdhB
subunit
2-oxoisovalerate
dehydrogenase E3
component
ribosomal protein S11

1.84

PFL_2355

transcriptional
regulator, MerR
family

1.93

PFL_4387

ABC transporter,
periplasmic substratebinding
chemotaxis protein
CheV

1.93

PFL_1241

ferredoxin--NADP
reductase

1.95

PFL_3065

acyl-CoA
dehydrogenase family
protein
alcohol
dehydrogenase II
DNA-directed RNA
polymerase, alpha
subunit
RNA polymerase
sigma-70 factor, ECF
subfamily
fumarylacetoacetase

1.97

PFL_1886
PFL_1888

PFL_2531

PFL_5560

PFL_5042

PFL_1399
PFL_5558

PFL_4625

PFL_0968

1.82

1.90

1.92

1.94

1.97
2.00

2.01

2.05
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PFL_1889

xanthine
dehydrogenase, XdhA
subunit
glycerol kinase

2.10

PFL_1300

branched-chain amino
acid ABC transporter

2.32

PFL_5364

cytochrome d
ubiquinol oxidase,
subunit I

3.10

PFL_4868

2.15
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